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Future forecasting can seem overwhelming...
Even to me, and even after all these years examining data and creating reports. So if it gets to you, or
you have questions about the reports, my best contact email for such will be clif@halfpasthuman.com.
For background on how these reports are created, there is a primer in the last 5/five pages of this report.
If your questions about preparation are not answered after reading these, then send an email and I will
get back to you when I am able to get through the daily work (there is a lot of it).
If you have a need for yet more words on the subjects discussed herein, albeit 'live', please visit the
webbotforum.com. Please note I have to isolate the forum due to the language causing a circuitous
reference issue for our work. For the sake of not affecting my interpretation I do not visit the forum.

Note to new readers, our work tends to concentrate on a negative
view (see primer at the end of this report).
Refunds available on request, no questions asked, so do not feel you
need continue into information you would prefer not, simply over
purchase price.

Meta data
From the December 2016 report onward, the rate of growth of areas within modelspace has escalated
rapidly. Some have doubled. These growth rates are independent of changes in the lexicon or
processing. These growth rates, at a meta data level, are themselves pointing to the planet having
shifted into a period of increased, and increasing, change.
While the rate of change forecast by these reports is seemingly way too fast, we need only note any
individual element, as example, the forecast of major 'flying cars manufacturing' here in USAPop by
early 2020s. Then looking around and seeing so many examples of just such efforts underway globally
now, and the probability of the forecast rises with each new example.
This approach of examining each forecast for its own potential lessens the total mind numbing effect of
the contemplation of 'so much change' in 'so short a period', and then it 'gets faster from there'!
The pace of future acceleration of change is jumping out from the data sets. The pace of future change
will be taking off from some point in December of 2016. It will be growing daily, and even more
impacting, the change will be combining with itself to create yet more change.
At a meta data level, the presentation is quite clear, there will be no relief from here forward....change
happens.
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Your planet changes faster....
The 'terrible winter' of 2016/2017 that is forecast to 'stretch' well into 'Spring' in the 'northern
hemisphere' is showing as 'breaking' in late May across much of the planet. There are data sets for
'glaciers forming', but these sets are independent of the 'deep, long Winter into Spring' sets which have
the last 'storms (snow, rain, ice)' of the Winter hitting the 'west coasts (of the Americas and Europe)' in
May.
The 'storms' sets have forecasts of 'massive' amounts of 'rain' being 'poured' out of the sky onto
'coastlines' in such volumes as to cause both 'floods' and 'fires'. The 'fires' are showing as being in the
'middle areas' of the 'continents' as those are going to be 'drying out' and entering into 'severe drought'
as the 'precipitation patterns' shift radically, favoring 'dumping along western coasts'. These sets are
forecasting the 'west coasts' as being 'flooded out', and 'valleys filled up', and 'hillsides draining for
months'. These 'rain storms' sets have the 'coastal flooding' leading directly to several years of 'central
region dust storms', and 'dry/cracking ground' for 'thousands of square miles'. These sets are forecasting
impacts on 'human agriculture' at the level of the 'giant farms'. These sets are providing supporting sub
sets for the 'earthquakes' and 'seismic activities' sets that are forecasting a 'bowl creating effect' from
'earthquakes' over 2017 and 2018. These 'rain storms' sets are suggesting that the 'west coast'
earthquakes across the northern hemisphere will be affected by the super saturation of the ground with
'tens of millions of pounds of water'.
There are also 'sea surge' or 'ocean surges, then retreats' sets indicating that 'coastal flooding' will be a
problem due to 'current changes' at 'underseas new lands rising' areas which then cause new 'flows'
which are to be 'impacting' the 'coastal water levels'. These sets are arguing that 'ocean water pressure'
is going to 'back up' the 'draining storm water' and thus 'magnify' the 'coastal flooding'.
Other sets with 'ocean' as the base descriptor include a new phenomenon that we will label here as
'water thunder'. These sets are describing a 'noise' that is 'thunder-like' that will be 'coming from the
oceans'. The supporting sets have the 'underseas thunder' originating from 'new lands forming earth
expansion effects'.
Yet more sets are growing in the 'inland seas', and 'rivers changing course' supporting chain. These new
sets are describing 'rivers' that are going to decide to 'go walk about' as they 'seek a new path'. These
are distinctly 'flooding' sets, but within the 'flooding' are sets about the 'rivers', that caused the 'flood', to
be 'carving out new river-beds' in the 'middle of the flooding'.
The 'rivers changing course' sets are also filled with 'boats over parking lots', and 'flooded out malls'
with 'paddle boards', and 'canoes' being used in videos taken from inside.
New data sets are indicating that the 'weather' is going to become a key 'social discussion' meme at
levels not experienced in the past. These sets are not referring to 'climate', but rather to the 'near term
weather'. Much of this language is bound up in 'planting', and 'food crops' language. The 'weather' as a
meme is showing up as being a 'daily guide' for many in the northern hemisphere to the extent that
'weather sources' provided by 'phones' will escalate rapidly as the 'source' for 'ad revenue'. That the data
is showing people checking their 'weather sources' continuously is itself a participant in the meme. That
is to say, the 'constantly check weather' will enter the global discussion JUST because everyone is
doing it. The data has a connection between the 'weather checking', and the 'rapid changes' in
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everyone's 'local weather patterns'.
While we have large areas of growth for 'climate change', and within those sets the dominating sub set
is 'ice age', the data is bringing in details painting a picture of a 'late spring', but 'suddenly hot summer'
over much of the northern hemisphere'. These sets have 'major forest fires' in the Americas, as well as
'across 'Siberia'. Further sets are suggesting that 'solar irradiation' will be the 'denied cause' for the
'sudden blinding' of 'farm animals' as well as the 'near instant heat reaction' of many 'northern peoples'
on their 'southern journeys (vacations)'. These sets have the 'solar irradiation' being 'shockingly hot',
'very brilliant' even as the 'sun rises', and incredibly 'colorful' as the 'sun sets'. The new growth for the
'exceptionally hot summer' over much of the 'northern hemisphere' is described as 'sudden' in its
appearance after a 'wet', and 'cold', and 'delayed Spring'. The new growth has the 'hot summer' being
kicked off with reports of 'celebrities' who will have 'journeyed south', and then 'collided' with
'overwhelming solar exposure'. These 'celebrities' are indicated to create a huge 'splash' in the global
media for weeks.
The 'hot summer' is also indicated to have very large impacts on the 'food crops', and the 'harvest' as
various regions are 'tortured' by 'weather pattern shifts'. These are described as including large areas of
'drought', and even larger areas of 'flooding'. The 'flooding' is described within the supporting sets as
being of many different origins, from 'excessive rains' through 'rivers reversing' due to 'earthquakes'.
These supporting sets also include many sub sets for 'food crop destruction' with 'thousands of acres'
indicated as being 'the bottom of new inland sea'.
In spite of the 'scary hot summer', the number of sets for 'ice age' conditions over the rest of 2017 and
beyond continue to grow rapidly. These sets have the 'new recognition' of 'ice age developing' coming
from this Summer as 'reports' of 'glaciers' forming, and 'snow in brutal hot summer' are indicated to be
'sinking into' the global consciousness. Some of the supporting sets for the 'sinking into' or 'becoming
aware of' the 'global cooling probability' include descriptions of 'polar vortex' and 'polar cooling
streams' that are forecast to be appearing in 'language' at the 'height of Summer'. These and other sets
for 'polar intrusion (into) local weather' are all focusing on 'contrasting conditions' to 'expectations'.
These sets are showing that the Summer of 2017 will be producing 'discussions' in the next two years
about the 'realistic probability' of 'Ice Age' in these 'next 2/two decades'. The data has the range of 'first
phase of societal impacts' being discussed as from 2018 through 2035. These sets are significant in that
they are forecasting that this discussion will be at the 'highest (most authoritative) levels' within the
'political structure'.
But please note that as forecast for at least the last five years, the longer term data shows that an 'ice
age' will not be what we once thought. These sets have 'new ice forming' in the 'south pole' as a
'floating ice pack'. These sets have 'Antarctica' becoming so warm as to be 'flourishing' and 'plant
covered' in only a few years time. These sets have the 'north pole ice mass' shifting and 'binding waters'
between Canada and Iceland. These sets have longer term values for 'shipping problems' across the
'north Atlantic' as increasing very rapidly over these next 4/four years to the point that 'routes' are
completely 'redrawn'. These sets have 'northern ports' in both the Americas, and Europe being
'significantly impacted'. In some cases the data has the 'ports' being 'frozen over', while in others,
retreating 'ice', and 'shorter winters' are going to 'increase population' over these next 20+/twenty plus
years of the 'shifting poles', and the 'altering weather patterns'.
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The newer processing for this report continues to show longer term 'weather patterns' changing as
forecast for a number of years in the ALTA reports. The data has 'rain' and 'rivers in the atmosphere'
continuing to 'run out of the Pacific', impacting the 'west coast' of North America well into Summer.
The data has 'rain', and 'snow' to be 'features' of the 'Summer 2017' along the 'west coast' to the point
that the language is going to reflect a 'realization of significant change'.
The 'significant change' forecast sets include 'saturated ground', and 'overflowing rivers', and 'lakes
creeping (into) houses'. Other language has the 'docks' at 'reservoirs' so recently 'on dry ground' as
being 'floating about (loose) in neighborhoods', and in other instances 'chained to the bottom' of the
'lake' such that they are now 'underwater', and 'visible, bobbing around under the lake'. The 'saturated
ground' sets are gaining supporting sets for 'shifting roads', 'mud slides', 'slide zones', and 'shifting sub
divisions' with lots of 'houses' being 'displaced' or 'sinking' or 'slowly sliding' as the 'water levels rise'
into the 'lower hills' and 'turn valleys into lakes'. These sets grow the most as modelspace is moved
through June and into July.
New sets for 'cognitive dissonance' are showing up in supporting positions for 'un-real', and 'extra
seasonal weather'. These sets have incidents forecast where the 'seasonal language' will be in direct
contrast to the 'actual conditions'. So an example will be wishing someone 'happy 4th of July' in USA
when there is 'snow coming down'. There are several linguistic structures that have 'juxtaposition' as a
core element as 'language' is indicated to 'oppose observable reality'. These sets have 'reality' winning
as 'videos' of 'signs and symbols of seasons' are juxtaposed to 'off-season (out of season, wild) weather'.
These forecast 'contrast videos' are indicated to be one of the 'Spring (northern hemisphere) video
season' hits as 'strange', 'bizarre', 'out of ordinary' and other language finally overcomes the 'seasonal
expressions'. In other words, these sets are saying that 'Spring' and then 'Summer', in the northern
hemisphere are going to be 'not normal', and contain lots of 'remarkable' 'out of season weather'. Many
of these sets have cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity, and the temptation is to take the
terminating sets to pun as in the 'weather' is described as so 'out of season' that people will be
frequently asking 'just what planet are we on?'.

Your Global Populace changes....
GlobalPop
The data sets for GlobalPop have big emotional shifts in progress through this processing period. The
emotional sums have a schism between 'western world' and the rest of humanity. The schism is
emotionally based, but is forecast to manifest within the 'geopolitical' and 'financial boundaries' of a
'world in upheaval'. Not only are the changes to the climate, and the earth under our feet showing as
major movers of humanity, but now new sets are suggesting that 'space activities' will be also causing
'movements' of portions of humanity.
Some of these 'space activities' are described as 'natural', while others are clearly in the 'unidentified
aerial phenomena' category. The former sets are including 'extra seasonal cold' that will be 'coming
down (from) upper atmosphere', causing all manner of problems for 'infrastructure' and humans
depending on it. These 'polar vortex' episodes are forecast as being 'irregular', but frequent enough to be
'damaging' to 'economic growth'.
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Other sets within GlobalPop also have 'economic impacts' from 'climate change'. These sets are
showing up in a very wide range of descriptors for the memes involved. In spite of the developing 'ice
age' language starting to appear in public discourse, the data sets have a 'fierce' and 'brutal' year ahead
for 'heat' and 'sun effects' over the 'brief' Summer of 2017, northern hemisphere. These 'solar effects' are
described as 'intense heat', 'brilliant white light', 'quickly burning', 'deeply affecting', and other language
including some for 'internal organ damage (from rapid heat rise)'. There are also sets for 'burns',
including 'quite severe' that will be due to 'accidentally touching (exposed) metal fittings'. These and
other sets about 'burns', and 'accidents' are going to lead to the removal or replacement of 'metal door
handles', and 'metal window handles' across much of the northern hemisphere over these next few
years. There are sets for whole new areas of work for humans as various 'devices' and 'coverings' are
created to take the 'danger out of touching (exposed) metals'.
Other 'economic impacts' from the 'climate change' are going to include 'new boat traffic' globally as
'water intrusions', and 'political considerations' cause new needs for 'gray market travel and transport'.
Though some of these sets are including 'smuggling', a large majority are actually showing at least a
'tacit approval' for the 'activities' from 'local governance bodies' as the 'new water tribes' are forecast to
become 'more visible' over 2017. Some of the 'water activities' are indicated to emerge from ItalyPop,
and to a lesser extent, GreekPop, as 'boat owners' will be 'ferrying (returning) migrants' to the Middle
East. These new 'boat activities' are showing has just 'ramping up' over Summer, when the increasing
'seismic instability' causes 'trade routes' as well as 'smuggling routes' to become 'unusable'.
New forms of 'economic' impacts are also forecast from 'fashion' as humanity reacts to the 'increasing
(harsh) white light'. These sets have 'goggles' becoming the new fashion accessory. Some of the other
impacts from the 'growing visibility' of 'drastic climate change' include the 'dwindling airplane flights'
as even the most 'shallow celebrities' will decide that the 'proposed trip(s)' are not worth the 'radiation
hazards' of 'flying'. There are also sets for 'radiation hardened aircraft' to be 'touted' and even 'created'.
Other sets have the push for 'high speed rail' being 'kicked off' globally by a 'HUGE push' in USAPop
that is forecasting the 'bringing together' of the 'former enemies' of the 'Trump administration' and
'Hollywood'. These sets have much of the 'new nice' on the part of Hollywood being a 'reaction' to the
'flying radiation effects' stories gaining much meme-space over 2017 and beyond. Within the 'fashion'
sub sets are forecasts that 'anti-radiation clothing' will be both 'sold to', and 'sold by' many of the
'celebrities' who will be 'publicly identified' as being 'most at risk' later in the early Summer. The data
sets have the 'advertising campaign' that will develop around the 'anti-radiation clothing' as being
“protect your 'nads from rads”.
Some aspects of the US dollar woes as 'reserve currency' are showing as affecting all of global
humanity. Rather than duplicate much of the same information, please see the USAPop section for
'dollar' areas and the ramifications forecast as many of these will be replicated to a greater or lesser
extent outside of the US based on levels of reliance on the dollar.
And now for the 'we don't know where it is Pop' data sets. We have many new sets for 'The BIG Stink'
that are suggesting that 'weather', most likely 'rivers in the atmosphere', will be causing a 'Big Stink'
that is forecast to 'last for months', 'get horrifically bad in the heat of Summer', and 'send tens of
thousands fleeing (repeatedly)'. This last is about 'evacuations' that will be 'on' then 'off' so many times
as to 'elicit jokes' in the media. These sets have the 'Big Stink' being caused by 'run off' or 'water
overflow' into some form of 'chemical plant' such that 'nasty smells' are created that will 'refuse to
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leave'. These sets have the 'stink' lasting for at least 4/four months with 'ferocity', then slowly 'fading'
after a 'brilliant solution' is proposed which actually is forecast to 'work' and 'be cheap'. The 'Big Stink'
sets are filled with supporting sets for 'animals' being affected, as well as 'plastics' and 'rubber' being 'at
risk' from the 'Big Stink'. The data sets would suggest this to be in North America, but there are so
many confusing and contradictory place names as to prevent any narrowing of location. It does appear
to be northern hemisphere placed, but beyond that, and the supposition that we are but a few weeks
away from its appearance due to the prevalent immediacy data types, the data provides no further
details other than to say that for the first few months the whole of the 'big stink' will be wafting through
the woo-woo community as 'conspiracy theories' are proffered for the 'nasty smells'.

FoodsSpace
It will be noted that the report has a new feature which is the separation of some additional layers of
data by labeling. In the case of FoodsSpace, this section is devoted to the discussion of 'foods', and
'food crops', and all related items across various sub sets of GlobalPop. Specific data sets for such
things as food shortages, or poisonings, as may be identified, or localized will still be discussed in those
areas. As an instance, 'food shortages' are discussed in USAPop in this report.
Across GlobalPop are now appearing a number of data sets for what we can label as 'peak food (sort
of)'. In these sets, we have 'peak food' for this particular 'paradigm' of 'food production'. Mostly we
think of our foods being produced by 'agriculture', and strictly speaking, this is the definition in general,
but for our purposes, we are really in a transitional period as the very last remnants of 'traditional
agriculture' were being lost as 'industrial foods production' takes over. Now there are the additional
elements of the 'industrial food productions' facing 'bad weather', and other 'effects of Ice Age' such that
yet another 'adaptation' is beginning to emerge.
Our data has this year, 2017, being significant in FoodsSpace in two major metrics; the first being this
will be the first year in which we have actually 'reduced food production' on a 'global scale' due to
'developing Ice Age conditions'. Second, this year is forecast as being the first year in which 'Ice Age'
(aka 'global cooling', or 'lower solar radiance') is discussed at the level of 'planning' for the 'industrial
foods productions business'. That is to say, this is the first year that we have 'successful indoor growing'
being 'hyped' across GlobalPop as a 'business strategy' with a 'proven commercial track record'.
There are new sets for many kinds of 'fake food problems' that will be escalating along with the 'foods
crisis issue' over these next two years. These sets have 'bad foods', and 'bad fake foods' that will be
'killing people', and leading to 'murders', and 'riots'. These sets have 'bad foods', and 'fake foods', and
'foods availability' growing over these next few years as the 'Ice Age climate change' settles in, and
humanity starts to 'react' to the 'visible signs of ice age' which are going to include 'frequent crop
failures'.

PopWar
For several years the data has been forecasting a 'great return wave' of the 'invading migrants' leaving
Europe. These sets have continued to grow over the last year until we had the emergence of the
'PopWar linguistic structure. The PopWar structure has been gradually changing over these last few
months as it has had a waning, and now a growing, emotional sums values. In the beginning of the
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formation of this structure, the PopWar group had longer term data sets forecasting 'years of battles'
between 'indigenous populations', and first 'invading migrants' then 'retreating migrants'.
The data sets accruing to PopWar as modelspace is moved through 2017 include new growth in
'collateral damage' as 'banks', and 'museums' are also 'destroyed' along with 'shops', and 'restaurants'.
These new data sets are growing around 'running street battles' that will be 'video captured', both by
'street reporters', and 'balcony views', as well as 'drone coverage'. These sets are showing that
'destruction' of the 'banks', and the 'museums' will be creating (western) global 'angst' and 'internal
conflict'. The 'internal conflict' sets have the 'conflict' being around/over 'dim minds', and 'cultural
destruction'.
The 'destruction of the banks' is an interesting set as the linguistic structure has 'detailed imagery' of
'looting' and 'destruction' that goes 'amok' and leads to 'burning' and 'obstruction' to 'fire departments'
such that 'tens of millions' of Euro's are 'destroyed'. These sets are also cross linked to the Markets
entity where there are 'insurance companies' that are going to be 'impacted severely' as the 'wave of
street battles' is described as 'destroying the past'.
Many other sets within the PopWar linguistic structure are also focusing on 'destroying ancient
buildings', as well as 'burning art'. These sets are again cross linked over to the 'internal conflicts' sets
within GlobalPop. These sets have 'battles' being fought within 'art museums'. There are other sets for
the 'battles' that describe 'fires' getting 'out of control'.
Some of these new PopWar sets have more references to Germany and France, than other geographic
locations, and are focusing on 'destruction of the past' to such an extent that all the language around the
'refugee crisis' will change, with 'refugees' becoming synonymous with 'barbarian'. These sets are
providing some of the pivotal shifts in emotional tones away from the 'western power elites' and their
'cultural engineering'.
The 'fires of art' are showing as a very key set of temporal markers for the GlobalPop 'redefinition' of
the 'invading migrants'. It is at the point that these temporal markers manifest that the language that is
used to 'frame Islam' as a 'religion' will also begin to change. These sets as temporal markers are also
showing as manifesting prior to the 'European Spring' that will fade into the 'Summer of PopWar'.
The 'Summer of PopWar' in Europe is forecast to lead to several incidents of 'government' going after
'citizens' as 'instigators' of 'hate crimes'. This is showing as setting up a rebound effect as the
'politicians', and 'judicial members' are 'confronted' by their 'fellow citizens' in 'continuous response' to
'labeling' of the 'cultural defense' as 'hate'. These sets have 'serious confrontations' emerging that will
'require' the use of 'police' to 'extract' the 'politicians'. Hmmm...question is, will the police respond?
And if so, on which side? It appears the most recent data sets are forecasting that the 'long blue (police)
line' between 'civilization' and 'barbaric chaos' is going to 'assert' itself. This is showing as being
'shocking' and 'condemned' by 'progressive/corporate media'.

Break-awayPop
Once again, new sets for the Break-awayPop structure have cross links over to Antarctica in the
SpaceGoatFarts entity. These sets have the Break-awayPop being 'inconvenienced' by the 'recent rise
in activities' across the 'southern ocean'.
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Connections are showing between 'Argentina' and the Break-awayPop appearing as modelspace is
moved forward from April through into May. These sets are suggesting that 'visual evidence' will be
appearing over late May through to July that will be both 'compelling', and clearly 'not alien'. So the net
message coming across from the data is that we will know these are 'local boys'.
Other issues for the 'local boys' are sets that continue to bring in 'earthquakes' and 'underground
disturbances', and 'underground disruptions'. Within these sets we have 'people fleeing' from
'underground bases', and 'underground buildings' as 'large earthquakes' cause 'collapses', and 'twisting
internal structures'. These sets are dominated by shorter term value types suggesting that we are within
a 4 to 8 month window for these 'seismic shudders send human ants running'. New growth also appears
in sets for 'video' that will be 'viral', and make new 'mega internet fabulous personalities' as
'underground base video' will be recorded during the 'opportunity of crisis'. This 'videographer', and the
'video' itself are showing as having very 'impact filled' future as a result of the 'earthquakes' and the
'door left open'.
New sets are arguing that the 'cloaking' or 'secrecy' of the 'space program' and the 'floating objects in
the sky' are to be 'breaking down' over these next 2/two years. This is without regard to 'disclosure' of
any form. The data has the 'break-down' of the 'cloaking', and the 'secrecy' due to 'advancing
technology' and an increasing 'open mind' view point on the issue of 'alone-ness'. Plus there are a
number of sets with details bringing up the idea of 'weather' causing 'problems for cloaking devices'.
The 'weather' sets are also increasingly being filled with 'wild electrical weather' as a problem for both
'earthers', and Break-awayPop.
There are new data sets for the Break-awayPop coming up in the 'news cycles' as 'lands' and 'mines' and
'businesses' are 'highlighted' as being 'owned by' the Break-awayPop. These sets are focusing on a 'take
over bid' for some 'pivotal technology companies' that will bring out some 'unwanted publicity' as some
questions emerge in the media that ask 'Just who is making this offer?'.

AustraliaPop
AustraliaPop is described as having its 'own battles' with 'muslim immigration' over the next few
months. These new sets have a 'backlash' response by 'local citizens' getting 'out of hand', and 'inviting
national (and international) scrutiny'. What the data describes as a 'neighborhood shouting (screaming)
session' turns into an 'international incident' over the course of what will be felt by all involved to be a
'shockingly short' period of time. One moment, screaming 'BITCHBITCHBITCH' at the neighbor, and
next thing you know, the UN is involved and there are 'white lines' and 'international inspectors', and
'international media' crawling all over the paddy....
The incident, long past, will be 'not the issue' as the 'tensions' between the 'immigration pro lobby' and
the 'local population' will be 'brought out' to the level of 'national debate'. It is this last set that has the
key to the linguistic structure, and its emotional weight. The values within this set are very extreme
with both emotional duration, impact, and intensity. Further, the emotional propagation or spread
values are also quite extreme. These sets are forecasting that the 'immigration pro lobby' is going to run
into the 'solid wall' of 'local resistance' that will 'shock' the 'politicians', as well as 'draw international
media'.
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CentralEUPop
Defined as including 'slovenia, czechia, austria, and hungary', the 'central european republics' have new
shorter term and longer term sets for 'repulsion' associated with the 'invading migrants'. These sets have
the 'central republics' being accused by the 'EU (Brussels) bureaucrats' as being 'in collusion' to 'form a
fence' to 'funnel' the 'retreating migrant populations' that are forecast to come streaming out of
Scandanavia, and Germany, and Poland. The 'sin of collusion' and the 'cries of the bureaucrats' are both
jumbled up with the 'fence' approach that is forecast as a 'cooperative border closing', which will 'force'
the 'counter migrations' into Italy as the 'flow reverses'.
The 'cooperative border closing' episode is indicated to start up a 'small states collective' that will
eventually include 'croatia', and other small states in an 'alliance' that will form up as the 'EU crumbles'.
This 'league of small nations' is forecast as having an interesting role over the next decade in reshaping
the 'political approach' to 'european governance'. Several very interesting personalities are indicated to
arise from the upcoming 'confrontations' between the 'small central european nations' and the 'invading
migrants'. In some of these sets we have a description that will arise from 'political cartooning', and will
be of a 'mustache wearing a man'. Though from a cartoon, the data has 'Mister mustache' becoming a
very important personality across Europe over the 2020s after a period as a 'local hero' in the 2017
through 2019 time.

CanadaPop
Canadian 'real estate' is emerging in the data sets as an 'explosion'. These sets have both 'commercial',
and 'residential' real estate going into an 'explosive geyser' that is showing as 'one of three' major
'economic brittle areas' (only Canada associated one (other two are China 'real estate excesses' and
global 'political investment')) that are indicated to be the 'global pivot' into 'crashing currencies', and
'deflationary wave'. These sets have the 'canadian real estate market' reaching a stage of 'crack up
boom', followed by a 'short gap' of 'no new activities', then a 'sudden slump' downward in both 'price'
and 'sales'. These sets are arguing for a period of only 'weeks' in which all the language is forecast to
'switch directions' such that the discussion will suddenly include 'discounts', and 'price reduction', and
'plunging sales', and 'failing bank (loans)', and 'rolling back (sales)'.
There are a number of new sets for 'government schemes', and 'banking incentives', but the data sets
have supporting sub sets for the 'real estate market scheme' to be 'hitting a wall' within mere days of its
inception. These sets have the 'national politicians' being accused of all sorts of 'corruption' over the
'real estate facts' that are forecast to 'emerge' as the 'banking implosion (of real estate loans)' begins to
'overturn local tax base stability'.
Other sets within CanadaPop are showing that 'yet more fires' will be an issue over the 'brief', but
'intense summer' in the 'northern wood's. Again, the 'politicians' are going to 'receive condemnation' for
'doing nothing' as 'hundreds of millions of dollars in damage' occurs. Also note the 'ferocity' of the
'fires' will be 'linked to the aluminum dust (from chemtrails)'. These 'fire damage' sets are suggesting
that the 'Canadian authorities' are going to be also 'under fire' and 'threat of firing' for most of the time
between now and Summer, 2018. Note that, 2018. The data as the situation causing such problems this
year as to create very large anxiety levels over the rest of the year just from the anticipation of what
might occur in Summer, 2018.
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ChinaPop
The data sets have the 'riots' and 'growing civil unrest' in ChinaPop as breaking out over late Spring
until they are 'blooming' as though 'flowers of unrest' across large areas of ChinaPop over Summer. The
data has this being the 'year of disturbance', or the 'year of testing' insofar as the 'chinese central
authorities' are concerned. The data sets are suggesting that perhaps 'millions' of 'medals', and
'citations', and 'awards' will be handed out by the 'central authorities' after this 'summer of disturbance'.
However widespread the 'awards' sets are suggesting the 'unrest' to be, their real treasure of data is that
there will be a 'significant power shift' over 2017 and into 2018, that will be focusing on two
personalities who will emerge from the 'summer of disturbance'. One is described as a 'colonel' with 'an
engineering mind' who will be 'lauded' by the 'central authorities' for not only 'preventing damage
(rioting)', but also for how 'precise', and 'economical' will be his 'on-the-ground solution'. The second
personality described is outside the 'military', but is involved with 'law enforcement', and/or 'public
health policy'. Both of these personalities are described as 'influencing' the 'change of direction' that
ChinaPop is forecast to be slowly making over these next two years.
Much of the new data for ChinaPop have new levels of 'currencies distress' that has been unknown
since the last century. The data has a curious form of 'hyperinflation' starting to 'take hold' of the
'chinese monetary system'. These sets have ChinaPop being the proximate cause for the 'escalating
currencies crisis' as their currency becomes 'excessively traded'. This language is suggestive of a
'currency play' being operated within the global 'currencies exchange system'. These sets have 'major
contention', and 'crashing (in) agonizing slowness'. These sets have the 'currencies crisis' in ChinaPop
reaching the point of 'threatening governance' and 'social stability'. The new sets have 'hyperinflation'
showing first in late May, then 'ramping up' over June to the point that 'global outcry' is heard from the
'financial system'.
Adjunct to the 'hyperinflation panic' language, we have data sets that are hinting that Chinese 'central
authorities' are going to be 'examining potentials' in the 'currencies crisis, and are forecast to 'prompt
global disclosure' by 'being first (among governments)' to 'speak truth' to the 'populace' about 'space
aliens', and associated woo-woo. These sets are describing a very formal process that speaks to a
'deliberate', and 'official announcement'. These sets do have the 'space alien announcement' taking the
'edge' off the 'currencies crisis' in China, though not in the western republics, especially those 'tied to
dollars'.
Data sets have ChinaPop 'staggering', and 'falling down' due to the 'seismic activities' beginning in
Summer (northern hemisphere), and extending out into 2022. The 'earthquakes' are indicated to be very
'damaging' to ChinaPop as well as the rest of the planet. ChinaPop is described as having to 'cede
(control) to the military' in order to 'overcome the obstacles'. Many sets have 'road collapses', and 'land
slides', and 'crevices forming (across roads)', and 'rivers out of their beds', and 'long run out slides', and
other 'earth movement results' that will include 'damaged buildings' as well as 'destroyed buildings'.
As a side note, there are sets indicating that Chinese central authorities will be 'forced' into 'war' with
'islam' within the 'aftermath' of the 'earthquakes'. These sets are mostly showing for the south west of
China, but some north west geographic references appear as well.
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CommonwealthPop
The data is not specific to any particular Commonwealth country, and names most of them in the
various sets in this discussion, so it is not possible to more closely identify the central location of these
sets, but the core of the sets are very easily described as 'con job exposed', or 'fraudulent dealings come
to public knowledge'. These sets are not specifically focused on any given country, yet nearly all of the
Commonwealth nations, including those in the Caribbean, are within the data. Along with USAPop and
Markets entity links. Soooo....the temptation is to interpret this 'con job exposed' to be both 'global' in
its reach, and 'meaningful' in its impact on the 'planetary financial system'.
Reading much like an international banking fraud novel, the data also suggests that 'billions' will be
'missing' and 'in play' as 'international law enforcement' and 'global courts' also get involved.
There are four separate temporal markers for the visibility of the exposure, and two of these include
'reported' incidents that cause 'royals to freak out in public'.
As the accretion patterns are first seen as modelspace is moved through late Spring, northern
hemisphere, the expectation is that the maturation of the exposure of the scheme will likely coincide
with the other fiscal 'secrets exposed' forecast for August through the end of this year.

DeutschePop
Spring and Summer for Germany are described as including 'clashing of civilizations' as the 'invading
migrants' will be 'lashing out' and 'destroying property'. These sets are arguing for an 'attempt' by the
'invading migrants' to 'seal off' or 'capture territory' within the 'inner cities'. These sets are suggesting
that a 'coordinated attempt to create no-go zones' across Germany will be 'impacting' DeutschePop such
that 'backlash' occurs and our previously forecast 'NightFights' evolution in PopWar will rise into
visibility. This is showing as being especially prevalent in southern Germany. There are many new sets
for 'street battles' as the 'indigenous population' is forecast to 'react badly' to the 'attempt to claim
German lands' by the 'invading migrants'.
There are many sets that are forecasting problems being created for the 'established Turkish population'
within Germany by the 'invading migrants' who are described as thinking that they have a 'claim on
Turkish loyalty' in the 'upcoming street battles'. These sets are suggesting a rough few years for
DeutschePop as the PopWar moves into 'open fights for streets/towns'.
Additional problems for DeutschePop are showing up in sets with extensive Markets entity cross links.
These problem sets including 'bonds', and 'pricing chaos', and 'commercial defaults', and 'bank liquidity
droughts', and 'governance interference', and other language for a sudden 'spiking' in 'interest rates' that
is forecast as producing a 'visceral reaction' by DeutschePop. This 'instant reaction' is indicated to be
'displacing' to the 'power elites'.

FrancoPop
While there are large amounts of new data for FrancoPop, most of which are involving 'contention' as
'islam invades France', and 'tries to conquer', there are some new sets for specific incidents around
CERN that maybe good temporal markers. These new incidents are forecast to include 'migrant battles'
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on CERN property. Other sets within the CERN linguistic structure have some form of 'disturbance' or
'disruptions' in their 'field controls' causing a problem that will be 'rippling outward' into the 'local
French population'. There are not enough sets to identify a place for this CERN 'electrical
interruptions', but the impact is more focused on France than other regions. There are many new sets
for both 'confrontations' and 'electrical disruptions' that are going to 'unnerve the (CERN)
administrators'. These sets have a 'monetary' problem also developing from the cause for the 'electrical
disruptions'. The new data has 'troubles' in the form of 'street battles' that will be 'trespassing' across the
'CERN property' over Spring. There are some other sets for 'fires' for CERN properties over Summer
that will cause yet more 'crises' for 'politicians' both within FrancoPop, as well as between France and
Europe.
The 'political victory' of the 'populist movement' within FrancoPop shows up within modelspace as
being just ahead of a number of major 'social changes' forecast to manifest over the rest of 2017. These
sets have a 'running street battle' leaving 'bodies' and 'wounded' on the streets of several major cities in
both France and Italy. In the France street battles, the 'police' are showing as being 'beaten' in several
'skirmishes'. This is forecast to lead to language about 'military on the streets of Paris', as well as the
actual 'boots on pavement'.

IrelandPop
We have more new growth in our 'women and gold' sets that are now showing as 'developing' from a
'confrontation' with 'irish authorities' over the 'interpretation' of 'documents (literature?)'. These sets are
suggesting that 'officialdom' is going to be put into this 'conflict' by the actions of an 'overly officious
interpretation' of some 'law language'. There are supporting sets that hint the 'law language' is not
'native' to Ireland. These sets have the language being very 'heavily restrictive' and is forecast as
'bringing back' the 'bad old days'. The details from these new supporting sets are mostly now in
immediacy data values, thus suggesting our 'drama over water' is close to manifesting.
While showing as a key social evolution meme, the 'women and gold' sets are also a temporal marker
for a 'new rising (political) star'. These sets have a 'new personality', described as 'very rough', and 'not
genteel', and 'abrasive', and 'irritating', this new personality is indicated to be 'down pushed' but 'spring
back up'. These sets have this new 'political personality' be also labeled a 'clown', and 'laughable'. These
statements will be coming from the 'entrenched power structure'. Further, this person will be discussed
as an 'aberration' in Irish politics as being 'too irreligious'. The 'anti-church' part of the 'rise of new
political personality' is described as 'vexing', and 'deeply upsetting' to the 'political power structure'
within 'Irish politics'. One further note is that our new political personality is going to use some 'ancient
law' or 'rite' to 'claim a name' that will be used in the 'political process'. It would appear that the 'rising
star next generation politician' will be using a “dead man's face (name)” as his/her own, and will do so,
'legally' and in accordance with 'deep Irish history'. Not a clue as to how this will manifest, but it is
indicated to be 'emotionally destroying (to) british royals'.

ItalyPop
The PopWar: Vatican 'battlefield' has shown up in the data as the 'break-out' point for 'war' within the
'power elites' of Europe. The data has the Vatican PopWar 'spilling over' into public in Italy. These sets
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are describing an 'incident of bad manners' that will lead to 'excuses', and then 'apologies' all of which
will not sit well with the 'victims', which will lead to 'threats' that so happened to be caught on video.
This in turn leads to yet another round of 'weeping soap opera', however this time the data has the 'civil
authorities' being very very 'irritated'. The 'agitation' and 'irritation' are forecast to be 'civil authorities'
leading emotional response to the 'high crimes' being 'committed' in the 'public square'. These sets are
accruing to modelspace in clumps from late May onward well into late August.
Other 'public square' forecasts include yet more PopWar 'breaking out' into the 'public mind space' in
spite of 'attempted media cloaking'. The data sets have 'running battles' down 'Italian city streets'
between 'indigenous population', and 'invading migrants'.
Further complicating the ItalyPop sets are new language for 'rising rates', and 'crushing debt'. These and
many other new aspect/attribute sets have 'threats' of 'financial chaos', and 'screaming inflation' being a
'destabilizing' factor for 'global currencies' JUST as the 'street wars' break out in what is described as
'brutal heat'. Many new sets are showing that 'heat problems' will be gaining nearly as much attention
as the 'on-going street battles'.
Other ItalyPop sets are focused on the 'banking sector', its 'sudden impact' with a 'derivatives wall', and
the 'missing persons' who will be 'fleeing responsibility'. These sets and many more have the 'Italian
banking system', which is to say, the actual 'connections between the banks' being 'broken' to the point
that discussions will center on the 'how to do it' part of the 'liquidity crisis' before even considering the
'should we do it' part of the problem.
The Summer for Italy is forecast as including a great deal of 'seismic activities'. These are described in
the data as though counter-points to the 'seismic activities' in North America. It is as though a 'rocking'
or 'oscillation' between the 'west coast north america', and 'northern Italy' will develop relative to
'earthquakes'. This 'oscillation' is described as persisting through to 2023.

RussoPop
There are a large number of new sets for significant change coming from RussoPop over this year and
into next. These changes sets have longer term data elements going out to the mid 2030s. These sets are
referring to a 'social order', or 'planned society change'. These sets have this 'social order change' being
'slowly implemented' even as external 'chaotic pressures intrude'.
The data for the RussoPop has many sub sets with Antarctica cross links. There are some sets for a
'unique roll' that RussoPop has played in the past, and that this 'historical relationship' is going to be
'discussed' globally as the Antarctica Discovery goes into 'hot mode'. Ironically, the 'Antarctica
Discovery' are indicated to 'heat up' over the 'depths of (Antarctic) Winter'.
Other sets for RussoPop include 'climate problems' that are going to 'impact agriculture' very deeply
this year in Russia. Some of these sets are suggesting that the 'social order change' that is being
'designed' will consider 'earth cooling' as one of the 'inputs' for the 'new Russia emergence'. This alone
is going to be a big point of 'contention' with the 'dying (power elites) dollar empire'.
The 'dying dollar empire' is also showing as 'losing it', or 'freaking out' as Russia take the 'next step' as
it 'bans' the 'IT (technological) devices' that are 'produced with holes'. These sets and others are
suggesting that the Russian 'authorities' are going to be 'scrubbing' their 'technology' to 'remove the
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spies'.
Other sets also have RussoPop raising lots of language about 'new electrics' and the 'science (behind)
use' of the 'flexible minerals'. These data sets are suggesting that a 'Russian offering (in) batteries' is
going to 'upend (overturn)' the 'concepts' that are 'behind (under) storing electricity'. These sets have the
idea of a 'battery' that can be 'shelved' for 'centuries' and yet be '99% charged' at all times.

ScandanaviaPop
Going to be a 'hot time' in the 'old Swedish town' this Spring as the data sets have Sweden becoming
dominated by PopWar. New sets are suggesting that 'explosives attacks' on 'police' will 'propel' the
'Swedish government' into 'crisis' and 'contention' with the 'citizenry'. The data has 'resistance groups'
being 'outspoken' in their 'denouncing' of the 'politicians' while 'scaring the (power) elites' with 'calls
for open social rebellion'. These sets have the 'power elites' being 'so stressed' that many 'new truth
leaks' will emerge from the 'battlefields' in 'old Swedish towns'.
New data shows that both 'military' and 'guerrilla' tactics are going to be emerging over 2017 in
Sweden and other ScandanaviaPop countries as 'invading migrants' become 'too forceful' to 'ignore'.
The data sets for ScandanaviaPop have many new 'voices' in the 'public realm' calling for 'repulsion of
the invasion', and 'repudiation' of the 'ruling elites'. These new sets are suggesting that a 'concerted
effort' to 'remove the ruling power structure' will become 'visible' to the 'ruling elites', and they are
forecast to 'react badly'. This 'bad reaction' is tied over to 'internationalist celebrity support', and
'globalists elite support', and other sets indicating much 'visible virtue signaling' by the 'weeping and
wailing crowd', but the ScandanaviaPop itself is showing as 'not caring'. Instead we have new sets for
'acts of rebellion' in which 'military supplies' will be 'rumored' to be 'going missing'. These and other
signs that the 'population' is 'arming itself' even against 'laws' will be very 'alarming' to SOME of the
'power elites' of the 'region' and there will be some small amounts of 'cautionary speeches' being made,
however the data sets have the 'lit torches' of ScandanaviaPop Spring, be the 'incendiary eruption' to the
'raging fires' of Summer.
The data sets have forecasts such as 'baptism' as a new 'tactic' in the ScandanaviaPop battles against the
'invading migrants' in which 'kidnapping' of the 'migrants' will be followed by 'beatings', 'raping with
sticks', and 'dumping naked' into 'freezing ocean waters'. These sets are explicitly part of larger sets that
reference the 'military direction' toward 'intense psychological pressures' on the 'last parts' of the 'sense
of community' that the 'invading migrants' possess. The idea is apparently to have the 'victims' of the
'retribution rapes' become the 'point of infection' that leads to the 'poisoning of the (collective)
community mind'.

SouthAmericaPop
Continuing 'storm' problems are showing as developing for SouthAmericaPop as the 'Pacific ocean
currents' manifest the changes forecast in previous ALTA reports. These sets have new data for
'mountains' and the 'rare mountain topping (crossing) storm'. These storms are showing as being more
in the higher latitudes, than the lower, with 46 degrees being something of a crossing point below
which the storms are less frequently pounding the 'west coast'.
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Problems from the 'storms' of nature are indicated to be joining the 'political storms' affecting the
continent as a whole when the 'USA dollar' takes first one, then two additional 'drops' in 'relative value'
such that the 'regional currencies' are 'displaced'. These sets have huge levels of disruptions across the
'social order' manifesting for months following the 'winter storms (southern hemisphere)' both in 'dollar
devaluations', and 'mountain topping rivers in the sky'.
A number of sets have the local (central South America) population involved in 'weather' related
problems that will be both 'destroying food crops', as well as 'altering landscapes'. Much of this new
language is also supported by the 'destruction' of the 'roads system', at the same time that the 'banking
system within several South American countries becomes 'unstable' to the point of emulating the worst
of the 'deflationary chaos' that afflicts all countries JUST before 'hyperinflation' sets in.
Some of the good news within the SouthAmericanPop linguistic sets include 'new gold (and silver)
discoveries' (eastern side Andes, upper latitudes), and new 'food crops'. This last is also indicated to be
something of a 'gold mine' in the sense that 'Japan', and then 'Korea' are forecast to 'demand' the
'vegetable (tree?) crop' to the point that 'prices rise rapidly'. There are cross links within these data sets
to the 'anti-aging' discussion later in this report. These sets suggest that the 'connection' to the 'new food
crop' and the 'anti-aging phenomenon' will be both 'factual', and 'hyped'.

USAPop
The data sets are continuing to grow around the idea of a point of 'contention' arising between the USA
'new officialdom (trump administration)', and 'the Eurozone headquarters'. The EU sets contain new
data for a 'schism' with 'Washington' as 'Italian banks', and 'stolen military secrets' are all mixed up in
the 'break-up plans' for the EU itself, and the 'new officialdom' in USAPop comes out in forceful
discussion about 'mutual trust'.
The data sets have the late Summer affecting USAPop in the 'wallets' as the 'currencies in crisis' grow
to include the 'euro' as well as the 'dollar dependent republics'. These new 'currencies in crisis' sets have
the 'debt creation rates falling' described in language as 'unsustainable levels'. These sets have many
references to 'banks', and 'savings associations', as well as 'money center banks' all being 'impacted' by
the 'severe credit freeze' which is described as being from 'crashing credit creation'. This last set is
associated with 'European banks'. This chain of 'credit events' is indicated to 'rapidly impact' the
'spending patterns' of both 'people' and 'government' here in USAPop. While the first of the 'credit
freeze problems' sets accrues in modelspace in mid June, the largest rise in supporting sets for a 'rolling
credit problem' appear for late August with a jump in growth of the sets across mid September.
The data sets have new language for the 'gold fever' leading to 'direct confrontations' with 'officialdom'
as some 'gold mines' will be 'declared' to be 'illegal'. Note that some of the 'mines' will be 'hidden
resources' that the 'miners' will 'simply ignore' the 'government orders'. Others are showing up as what
we will label as 'pot-latch mines'. These are going to be 'cooperative efforts' of 'like-minded individuals'
who will 'collect together' for the purpose of 'rapid extraction' of as much 'ore' as possible in as short of
time as possible. The idea coming across is of a 'mine' that may be running for only a 'few days', which
will 'leave a huge mess', and 'dangerous holes in the ground'. These new sets are forecasting that the
'popular pass-time' of 'metal hunting' is going to shift many people with 'metal detectors' over to
'prospecting'. These and other sets are bringing in new language about 'gold rush', and most notably, a
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'silver rush'. These sets are accruing as modelspace is moved through Summer of 2017. The 'silver
rush' sets are joined in their supporting chain by our longer term sets for a 'great silver call-out' by
'officialdom' via 'corporations' who will be sending out 'street assayers' and 'silver buyers'.
There are a number of new sets within USAPop that are describing the rise of 'free zones' which will be
translated as 'governance free zones'. These are not merely within USAPop and do show in other areas
of GlobalPop. The data is defining the 'free zones' as coming from 'financial infrastructure collapse', or
'PopWar' run amok to the point of 'local governance collapse', or 'natural disasters' that also reach to the
point of 'local governance collapse'. These sets are within the longer term data type, and are suggesting
that the 'breakdown' of the 'political infrastructure' will happen from the bottom up.
The 'costs of decentralization' are forecast as being the new buzz words for the 'unfolding renaissance'
over these next few years. The data has 'decentralization' as being the 'source for profit' as the
'renaissance' grows itself. The idea is a bit strange, but it would seem that a 'competition' arises between
'governance' and 'private enterprise' as 'governmental systems' begin to 'fail' under the 'weight' of their
own 'incompetence'.
There are sets around the 'failing economy' in USAPop that are showing the impact of the 'economic
models collapsing' will reach from 'food choices' all the way over through 'fashion decisions'. The data
has the 'fundamental shift' in the 'generational ownership' of the 'popular culture (aka counter culture)'
as 'sparking' several interesting years in 'fashion' as the 'clothing styles' are 'whipsawed' by the
'competing tribes' of the 'progressives' and the 'conservatives'. The data has 'plunging necklines', and
'exposure (of the) chest' being 'pushed out' by the 'design houses' just as a counter meme of 'sharp
double breasted coats' emerges from the 'small producers'. These and other 'clothing design decisions'
are indicated to be 'cited' in the on-going media wars. Apparently the MSM will be criticizing the 'Nazi
look' without acknowledging the connection to 'early American pre-Federalist', and 'gold as money
America'. These and other sets are pointing to a pretty strange and confusing time for those ruled by
'fashion' as the industry is forecast to be 'expressing the Deep State war' in its own fashion. The data
would have the MSM 'condemnation' of the 'alternative fashion' as being 'zealot wear' turn out to have
its own level of 'backlash', as once again, apparently, MSM 'reads' the public mood quite badly.
The 'financial situation' within USAPop as regards the 'retirement systems' both corporate, and
'municipal' are indicated to be 'folding up' like a 'house of cards'. The data sets have the USAPop going
into 'debt' at the 'lowest rate' measured in 'decades'. These sets have the 'proportion of failure (debt)'
over time being 'never greater'. These sets have cross links to the 'internationalists' aka 'globalists' as
being 'scared' of the 'rate of contraction' of the 'US financial system'. Note this is not the 'economy', but
again, the 'system of finance built around debt money issuing banks'.
Where we have many sets within the USAPop indicating 'economic woes', we also have some where
'entrepreneurial spirit' is showing as 'breaking out'. These 'breaking out' of 'new businesses' are part of
the 'unfolding renaissance' within GlobalPop that will be leading USAPop over these next few years.
These 'new businesses' in USAPop are forecast to include 'new business concepts', as well as 'new
technology implementations'. USAPop is still indicated to be 'slowed down' by 'natural' as well as
'financial disasters'.
The 'financial disasters' sets have many supporting sets for 'health care' and the 'collapsing' of the
'medical system' within USAPop. The data sets have the 'collapsing' language specifically focused on
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the 'medical' side of the 'healthcare “industry”'. These sets are holding up the 'medical practices' as
being the 'point of failure', rather than the 'insurance'. These sets are suggesting that the 'medical
professions', specifically focusing on 'medical doctors' are showing up as 'breaking' as the 'medical
billing system' that 'ties (nationally) to the center (federal government)'. The data accrues over July
with some spikes for 'breaking medical monopoly' and 'priced out of purchase (range)', and many other
sets for 'extreme pricing' for 'medical procedures'. These sets have a growing sub set of support that are
cross linked over to both the SpaceGoatFarts entity, where the terminating sets are within the
'Antarctica The Discovery' sets, and the Markets entity, where the terminating sets are 'interest rates'
and 'derivatives' based. These latter sets are, at first glance, a curious connection, until the lower level
supporting sets are examined. These sets expose new values for 'monopoly crashing' that are
specifically focused on 'instant competition' in the form of 'new (electrics) medical devices' that are
forecast to 'treat energetics', and 'eliminate prescriptions' (mostly). The idea is that some form of
information that is described now, and will be described then, as 'startling new medical device', will be
coming out over Summer (northern hemisphere) in such a manner as to cause major 'gnashing of teeth',
and other signs of 'internal turmoil and freak out' within both the 'pharmaceutical' and 'medical'
establishments.
Some of the 'slower than the rest of the planet' pace for entering the 'renaissance' language puts the
onus squarely on the 'problems' with the 'federal reserve'. The data is suggesting that the 'whole system'
that is 'based around' the 'federal reserve' is going to be 'discussed' as though 'ending'. This is to say that
there are new language sets forecasting a USAPop 'national discussion' about 'ending the fed'.
These 'end the fed' sets are indicated to be 'ripening over Summer', and causing a great deal of
'consternation' and 'diarrhea' with the 'establishment' circles that will include not only the 'banks', but
also the 'political parties'. These sets have the a curious 'collision' between the 'democratic national
party', and 'rising numbers of (its) voters' as the 'end the fed' meme grows. There are also sets that
suggest that much language will be devoted to the 'why support the parasites (federal reserve banking
lobby)' within the 'young generations' who are forecast to 'rebel' at being 'instructed' to 'drop it' by the
'established party organization'.
A rapidly growing major set within the USAPop is the 'employment crash'. These sets have been
around for several years, and are now growing more rapidly than most of the other sets within
USAPop. These sets are suggesting that a 'financial systems crash' will lead to 'quick layoff of millions'
as the 'financial firms' hit a 'new low' in both 'shares prices' and 'income'. The data sets also have the
'social media platforms', as well as the 'larger technology firms (software)' also being 'battered' by 'mass
lay-offs'.
Other new sets for the 'financial system (debt based currencies)' coming 'unglued' and 'being selfdestructive' include language for 'student debt system' going into 'implosion' and 'explosions' over
2017. Much of the new language begins piling onto modelspace as we move it through late May and
into early June. The data accretion patterns appear as though the 'administration (of)
colleges/universities' runs into 'financial system failures' within the 'student loans system' that 'threaten
(the) new Fall season (for schools)'. The data around these sets are increasing the language about
'failures' causing problems, but these 'failure' references are for 'regional (and local) banks' and not
'student debt' payment rates. These are a 'concern' as the data has USAPop discussing the 'student loan
system' at an 'existential' level.
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On top of the 'piled up debt stink' from 'regional banks' the data has the 'federal system' itself be 'under
threat' from several levels of the 'debt based money pyramid scheme'. The 'debt stink' not only includes
'student loans' but also 'auto loans'. These sets have the 'auto loans' going into 'sub-prime failure' over
April and May such that a 'new fiscal crisis' is 'raging' before 'summer starts'.
The 'sub-prime auto loans failure' is growing again in the data sets as yet more new aspects for
'housing' in USAPop going into 'free-fall' on 'prices', even as the 'marketplace (is) flooded'. The
'flooded' words are really interesting as in some areas we have 'floods' of new offerings in the 'housing
market' at that location. In other areas we have 'flooding', as in 'house floor underwater', being a 'cause'
for 'prices falling' as the 'stability' of 'large areas' put the 'market' into 'severe distress'.
There are sets for some areas to have 'property prices' fall to the level that 'raw land', even in 'large
areas (tracts)' will be 'offered for trade', as the 'prospects for cash sales' will be 'dwindling daily'. These
sets have 'new supplies' of 'recently foreclosed houses' being 'dumped' onto the local market by both
'banks' and 'foreign buyers'. These latter sets are suggesting that 'foreign owners' are going to also be
'cash squeezed', and will also want to 'get out from under' the 'dropping prices' of their 'foreign holdings
(property in the USA)'. These sets also have a very 'rapid' response within the markets as it describes
'wary owners', and 'jittery sellers' combining to be 'pushing markets (price) boundaries' very rapidly'.
These sets are suggesting that the market is going to 'feel like' a 'race (contest) for the last buyer'.
Further sets are suggesting that 'all cash' is going to become the 'norm' as the 'bank lending' into
USAPop will be 'cratering' as the 'banks hit liquidity walls'. These sets also have some numbers in
which 'reported sales' will be occurring for 'multiple million dollar properties' for 'real cash' that
amounts to 'twenty percent' of the 'financed, asking price'. These sets and others have growing
presence in the USAPop set going forward as the 'real estate market crash' in the 'greater USA
depression'.
These sets also have the 'municipal', and 'local governance bodies' being 'freaked out' over the
'collapsing tax base'. In many of the sets, we have the 'freak out' hitting this Summer as the 'collapsing
tax base' meets 'budget planning' for the upcoming 'fiscal year'. These sets have the '20 cents on the
dollar' meme becoming a 'fear chant' in 'government offices' as they 'consider 80% reduction' in
'revenue'.
It is during the worst of the 'financial system chaos' forecasts for autumn of 2017 and beyond, the new
data sets have the USAPop reacting to the 'currencies crisis' very badly in some areas, and very
'creatively' in others. These latter sets have 'new areas of growth' being 'centered on bitcoin', and
'precious metals'. Again we find more 'gold rush' sets in the supporting chain for these sets on
'entrepreneurial flush'. The 'entrepreneurial flush' sets are filled with support from sets for 'sweat
equity', and 'digging your own (mining) hole', and other sets pointing towards a very large 'mind set
revolution' as the 'work ethic' begins to emerge as a 'spreading movement'. Unfortunately, at least for a
short period, much of the 'new work ethic' is indicted to be 'frustrated' by the 'dying deep state' and its
'Rocky Mountain Range of Regulation'. These sets are also pointing to 'conflict with local governance
bodies' as leading to 'relocation of new businesses', and in some cases, 'rebellion against tyrannical
local authorities'.
Within the 'gold rush' sets are many ancillary linguistic structures that are in supporting positions for
the 'tax wars' that have been forecast for several years in the ALTA reports. These 'tax revolt sets are
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now bringing in language for a war developing between the IRS and the 'population'. The 'IRS'
language has many new sets in the supporting chain that are very unsettling. These new sets have the
'IRS' fighting for 'survival' as its 'existence' is 'threatened by dollar death'. These sets have the 'power
people' within the IRS also being 'corralled in fear', and 'huddling in whispers' as the 'organization'
itself is forecast as 'coming under scrutiny', and 'gut check' with regards to 'civil authorities'. These sets
have the 'IRS' being 'under attack' from the 'population' as one group 'refuses to pay' as a result of the
Trump election, and other groups won't 'pay taxes' because of some other perceived 'cultural slight'.
These sets have something of a 'piling on' effect being created that produces a 'completely inappropriate
response' from the IRS. These 'response' sets have 'repercussions' from the 'bad decisions' extending out
many years into the early 2020s. These sets are also participating in the 'bad decision' sets from
previous ALTA reports. These IRS sets are also providing support to the previously forecast 'inter-state
tax/authority skirmishes'. These IRS sets are also participant within the 'municipal financial crisis' and
'pension funds' crisis. In these last sets, the IRS is indicated to be 'making bad things worse', and
'seemingly choosing disabled victims' for 'public whipping'.
The data sets have 'new dust bowls' forming within USAPop as 'rain storms' along the west coast are
seen as 'taking all the rain'. The data also has 'dry air' from both 'south' and 'north (Canada)' as being
'problems' over 2017 through 2019. The data has 'new precipitation patterns' emerging which will 'dry
out' the 'central north American plains' as well as the 'eastern river valleys'. These sets are showing that
major 'rain storms' are going to 'go missing' for a few years within such a large region as to impact over
100/one hundred million of USAPop directly. These impacts are described as 'life altering' and include
'dust clouds', 'insect invasions', 'new animal life', 'new insect life', 'heat waves', 'water system failures',
'bad water', 'road way failures', 'buckling ground', 'breaking underground utilities', 'warping roadways',
warping rail lines', and other sets detailing 'changes in landscape' due to 'drying'.
USAPop is forecasting that the 'war between tribes' within the 'deep state', as well as the 'political
structure', will continue to 'escalate' over the rest of 2017, with these next few months (April through
July) being very 'critical' for the 'political left (progressives)'. These sets have 'velocity of attacks', and
'small scale sniping' reaching 'epic proportions'. The levels of 'hysteria', and 'failing voices' are showing
as both 'breaking off', as in the sense of 'dejected people leaving the cause', and 'growing more shrill
(strident)'. These sets have repeated references to what is known as 'virtue signaling' as being the 'last'
and 'core tactic' that will be employed continuously to the point that 'public rejection' rises to level of
'flinging mud (stones, fruits et cetera)' at 'voices' who 'commit the crime' of virtue signaling in public.
These sets have the 'democratic party', as well as many of the 'legacy media (broadcast)' being greatly
impacted by the forecast 'chaos' of these few months. As modelspace is moved through April, the
'political wars' will bring in 'devastating blow back' for 'charges' of 'crimes against culture', and 'crimes
against people'. Further sets are indicating that the '#pizzagate investigation' will be reaching a stage of
'boiling rumors'. These last sets are very informative as they are speaking of the 'froth' that necessarily
builds just ahead of the 'cresting wave'.
The 'impact' of the 'boiling rumor' stage of the '#pedophile ring' is showing as 'stewing' both
'democratic' as well as 'republican' politicians. The data has indications that major 'elected officialdom',
both 'current and former', will be 'in the news' for their 'actions' related to the 'investigation'. Note that
we still have 'suicides', of both organic, and 'assisted' that will be coming out of this ongoing meme.
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These sets have numbers of cross links over to the 'economic chaos' sets. Further, other cross links are
terminating within GlobalPop entity were we also have 'economic chaos' sets as our base line of
emotional driving force. This is to say that a lot of the 'damage' being done to the 'democratic political
party', as well as their 'public faces (in the media)' will be coming from the area of 'financial
corruption', and 'financial collapse'. These sets have the 'legacy media' being 'caught between two
warring tribes', and being 'unable to distract' their 'dwindling audience' from their 'own failures' and
'censorship'.
While the 'legacy media' is indicated to be engaging in 'last ditch battles' in 'culture wars', the new data
sets have the 'democratic party' as an 'organization' going through a 'strange', 'involved', and 'public'
form of a 'unraveling'. This label, the 'unraveling' is very calm relative to the total emotional sums
involved. The 'democratic party' sets have new aspect/attributes for 'implosions', and 'explosions', and
'out bursts', and other 'demonstrations' of 'uncontrollable emotions'. These and many other sets are
suggesting that 'breakdowns' and 'separations' within the 'party' are going to be occurring across all
levels from local up through national. These sets have major, repeat, major impacts on the 'democratic
party' ability to 'raise money' rising in the language to the point of visibility in late April or early May.
These 'money problems' are showing as leading to 'layoffs', as well as 'public outcry' against the 'firing'
over being 'racist'. Further sets include language about 'pensions' for 'party workers', and 'current
operations money flows' all being 'near zero'. These sets have language surfacing within the 'legacy
media' as well as new media about the 'begging by the democratic party' as they become desperate for
'funds'. This is in spite of the seemingly 'generous contributions' of the 'corporations' who are still
seeking to 'undo the past election'. The data sets have hints of 'legal defense funds' being 'accumulated'
in the background of this 'desperation for money' forecast to appear in late Spring. The data sets are
bringing up the idea that the 'democratic party' has already 'lost' the 'election cycle' of 2018 due to the
'funding problems' that will emerge prior to Summer, to be followed by 'yet more scandal' as the 'heat'
of Summer envelopes us all.
New growth in the 'federal government has problems' sets include new language about 'states leaving'
to some minor extent, but most of the language is about 'federal governance break-downs', and 'federal
governance failures'. The 'failures' language includes a description that we can think of as 'too
incompetent to get the job done so the local citizens have to redo it'. These sets are a very large
temporal marker for language around the 'break-up' of the 'federal USA government'. Many of these
sets are showing that 'state governments' are going to be 'caught' or 'found out' as they 'set up
committees' to 'plan for eventuality of federal government collapse'.
While the 'federal government collapse', or 'waning', or 'weakening' and other language is ramping up
as modelspace is moved through the last of April and through May, the data has the 'awakening wave'
within USAPop moving off of the 'political contention' meme, and onto the 'excessive chemtrails'. The
data sets have the 'chemtrails' becoming a USAPop 'woke meme' that is forecast as 'growing into public
discussions' over June through August which the data sets have occurring JUST before the 'seismic
activities' are indicated to 'kick off' the 'crash season' of late Summer 2017 running into 2019....
The 'chemtrails' sets are describing a situation over 'spots', or 'areas' of USA, in which 'excessive
chemtrails' will be 'sprayed'. The idea from the data sets is that a level of 'super saturation' will be
obtained in which 'chemtrails' are so thick as to 'settle down as fog'. These sets are suggesting that the
'usual' level of atmospheric poisons from chemtrails will escalate to the point that 'car crashes' will
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occur due to the 'thickness' of the chemtrails as they 'settle down' along 'highways'. Other sets have
'electrical problems' being created by the 'chemtrail clouds' settling down along 'high tension power
lines'. These sets have details suggesting that the 'arcing through the chemtrails' will be 'mistaken for
aura borealis' from miles away. These sets are also forecasting 'energy drops', and 'brown outs', and
ultimately 'system failures' for 'mountain pass distribution lines' as the 'chemtrails become 'electrified'.
Some of the 'electrified chemtrails' sets are also suggesting that 'Washington DC' will become
'embroiled' in 'chemtrails' both as a 'discussion subject', but also as a 'recipient' of the 'exceptional
levels of chemtrail spraying'.
Some elements of modelspace include new growth from sets that are going to the idea of 'industrial
scale areas' being 'cordoned off' and 'cloistered' behind a 'security wall'. The data sets have the
'cloistered' sets supported by other detail sets indicating it won't matter, and that 'leaks' about the
'mysterious cargo' being 'flown into' the 'new industrial zones'. These sets for the 'new industrial zones'
being set up within 'large fenced areas of north America' are forecasting that via numerous supporting
sets for 'leaks', and even 'photos', that the 'extreme security' is not going to hold for long.
The data growth for 'gold' has risen to levels never before seen. This is true across all the entities,
including USAPop, and Markets. The data sets have the 'gold' references within USAPop centered
around 'gold rush'. The 'gold rush' language is showing up as a 'mining boom' at all levels, from
'individuals panning for gold' to 'commercial gold mines'. These data sets are rising as modelspace is
moved over May and June and then have a burst of new growth just about half way into August. In this
bursting of new data sets for 'gold' and 'gold rush' there are sets that are forecasting the 'fears' about
'gold going no availability' reaching the point of 'open discussions' that will 'reach alternative media'.
These 'no offer' sets have enormous cross links terminating in 'fear' sets in TPTB entity, as well as sub
sets of USAPop that are 'Deep State' centered. These 'no gold to buy' sets are also cross linked
internally within USAPop to a 'central government shake-up'. Noting that it is not 'central bank', nor
'federal government', but rather 'central government' causes the interpretation to shudder to a confused
halt. Other sets in the supporting chain provide only faint clues to the real nature of the 'central
government' that is going to be 'shaken up', and 'cleansed'. These hints would seem to be focusing on
aspects of the 'deep state' itself, rather than any of the 'above ground' governance bodies. However, it is
clearly the above ground groups that are 'freaking out' over 'gold price'.
Pensions are showing up in the data sets as being the 'objects' of 'attempted raids' by both 'government'
and 'private corporations'. These sets have 'pensions' being in 'cascading crash mode' from late April
through the rest of the year, but with lots of news coming out about specific pension plans over
Summer, with a near term peak in the verbiage about 'crashing pension systems' most likely to hit in
late July.
New data accruing to USAPop as modelspace is moved through July and into August has the language
about 'massive layoffs', and 'unemployment at 80%' showing up in the national discussion. These sets
are suggesting that something occurs over the course of late May and through June that impacts the
'national employment statistics' all in a 'sudden rush'. In the following months the 'discussion' about the
'real unemployment rate' will have '80%' in the 'figures quoted'. These numbers are showing in the data
sets as being a 'real (primary, non government) jobs', or 'creating/building jobs', rather than 'data
moving'. These sets are suggesting that this 'unknown something' is coincident with the 'freak out' by
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the 'Federal Reserve system' over 'declining currencies'.
These for 'unemployment statistics jump up' also are supported by 'Federal Reserve language' that will
apparently 'leak out' about the 'dollar' being 'down and done' over these next '2/two years'.
The data sets have the 'governance' of USAPop coming under pressure as the 'deep state inner war'
begins to 'percolate to (the) surface'. These sets have the 'dollar currency crisis' will be 'joining' the
'global currencies crisis' over the course of early Summer.
The new data sets for 'rich freaking out' as the Summer progresses. These sets have the 'rich' reaching a
point of 'open freak out' that will be visible in Summer. The 'open freak out' is going to 'break out' as
language about 'repudiation'. The idea of 'repudiation' is described as 'springing' from the 'masses', and
will cause the 'freak out' as the idea of 'repudiation' is for the 'people' to 'forgive all the debt', including
'national debt'. This idea of a 'people induced national jubilee (forgiveness of debt)' is described as
causing 'projectile vomiting' in the 'debt money centers'.
As modelspace is progressed through the year, the trend for 'freeing of money' is showing as bringing
in something of a 'competition' towards 'loosening of restrictions' to 'free money flows' for the
'population'. These new sets have the 'crumbling credit system' being the propellant for 'boosting' those
'states' that are 'turning inward' to 'promote local economic growth'. These sets are filled with temporal
markers for the 'shocks' that will 'drop' the 'influence' of the 'federal reserve' down in 'steps' as first one,
then another, then groups of states decide to 'go iceland' (aka rogue). These sets have the 'local (state)
politicians' being 'beholden' to the 'national parties', and 'yet, willing to break (those alliances)' if
'survival can be aided'. Basically, the data has the 'state governments' being in 'major anxiety' over their
'own survival' as they 'witness' the 'rapidly degrading local (state) economy'. Excepting, those early
state politicians that decided 'hmmmm....locals are too close, better favor their interests in the interests
of retaining my 'nads and health'.
Other areas of 'health' are going to include the 'mental health' of so many of the population along the
'west coast'. Much of the supporting language brings in emotional values from the 'questioning',
'wonderment', 'depression', 'worry', 'anxiety', and other emotional base sets all focusing on the cognitive
dissonance to be felt as the 'global warming' flavored with 'drought', turns into 'cold flooding' from
'near continuous string of moisture laden storms'. These sets have much of 2017 being consumed with
'interactions' with the 'weather' and 'water' as they both 'impact (to the point of) alteration' the 'local
environment'. These sets have the emotional burdens to be every bit as significant as the actual
infrastructure alterations being forecast. Apparently the end of the 'global warming narrative', at least
for USAPop living along the west coast, will bring a very intense emotional reaction with long carry
values for continuing impact.
The forecast is for the 'changing weather' to create some very 'demanding circumstances' as the 'coast
of North America' is described as being under a 'barrage' of 'water dense storms' that will have spanned
'months and months' prior to the 'brief break' of an equally 'intense hot summer'. The ground is
described as being 'so saturated' that 'lawns in suburbs' have water 'seeping out', and 'pooling' at the
(former) 'drain wells'. These sets have the 'rivers in the atmosphere' being so 'nearly continuous' that
'hillsides' don't 'drain', and instead the water is described as being 'supported by (the waters in the)
rivers' such that it 'rises up into the hills'. None of these linguistic sets have any good news for 'property
values' as the 'insurance industry' is described as 'going underwater' with 'large scale claims' resulting
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from 'land slides', and 'mud slides', and 'mud (and river water) over houses', as well as the 'destruction
of commercial property', and even worse, the 'loss of productive farm lands'.
The 'productive farm lands' losses are indicated to be but part of the problem for 'food crops' across
North America as the 'cold weather' continues to get the blame for 'crop losses', and 'late plantings' that
are going to continue on well into Spring.
As modelspace is progressed forward from late May through to December 2017, the new
aspect/attribute sets for 'USA financial crisis' join into the already growing 'currencies crisis' language
to something of a peak in late August. As modelspace is moved toward this peak of 'crisis' language late
in Summer from the 'contention' and 'political fighting' sets of late May, the new sets that accumulate
most rapidly have to do with a 'banking crisis' within the 'USA financial crisis', both of which are
within the larger, 'global currencies crisis'. We still have the 'contention' and 'politicians squabbling', as
well as 'politicians fist fighting' sets, however there are newer data sets that accrue at that time that
show a 'capitulation' being forecast as 'sweeping through' the 'USA political structure'. The idea coming
from these sets has to do with a shift from the 'battles' between the 'politicians' and the 'administration'.
The 'shift' is indicated to come after the 'first' in a series of 'explicit statements' by the 'administration'
that are going to 'threaten' the 'politicians'. The 'threat' is implied, but very very real, as the
'administration' is forecast to be 'threatening disclosure' of 'deep state secrets'. While there is a tendency
to interpret these sets as referring to 'crimes' committed by, or for the 'deep state', the data provides
clues that the reality that will manifest is likely to be quite a bit more 'woo-woo'. The data has sets
going to the idea that 'woo-woo secrets (aka Antarctica, UFO's, et al)' are going to be 'explicitly' part of
the 'negotiations'. A temporal marker showing as significant in this period involves a 'supplication visit'
to USAPop by a 'CERN authority'.
There are sets accruing descriptors for 'hollywood' and the 'financial unwinding'. These sets are
showing that 'bankruptcy' and 'failed loans' are going to be 'recurring themes' as the year progresses.
These sets are also cross linked over to ChinaPop where new sets for 'buying frenzy' continues to point
to 'large deals' from China to 'buy up Hollywood'. The 'buy up' meme is getting its own level of
emotional sum growth around the idea of a 'nationalist' flavor that 'hollywood' is going to try to put on
a 'subsidy approach' to 'preventing chinese ownership' of the 'legacy studios'.

Markets
CryptoSpace
By expanding our code base over these last few weeks, it has become feasible for our spyders to now
differentiate more of the language that is about, around, and influenced by, 'crypto currencies'. It was
not easy to get us to this point. The issues are very complex as we are dealing with subtle and nuanced
language to separate, 'crypto currencies' from 'currencies'. Note that we are not discussing the conscious
expression of words about 'crypto currencies, but rather the interface that allows us to tie the context
(crypto currencies) to the values from the emotive reduction engine that then allows for prescient
connections to the lexicon to be extracted (should they be found). This will be an on-going effort. It
will be necessary to tune the lexicon for the CryptoSpace with each new report. This tuning is required
to reduce errors, and to even approximate timing.
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We also have to run several months prior to this first forecast with this information. This is necessary to
capture a 'base state' of emotional values from which we can perform our calculations. This has
occupied the last 4/four months to build in the new context we are identifying as CryptoSpace.
NOTE: in the early days of such connections, it is wise to assume a higher error rate, and a longer error
range. It can take several months to get even marginally close to 'dialing-in' the language. And please
note that the discussions anywhere mentioning crypto currencies are very few and far between; it only
seems that crypto discussion is everywhere because of your interest in the subject. Most of the global
population has yet to even hear of Bitcoin, let alone any of the alternative crypto currencies.
Noting the above, especially as regards the 'error range', it can be noted that both Ripple and Ethereum
have upward price pressures that are hinted to be manifesting over late April. These are suggested to
create something of a 'boost', or 'boom', primarily in ETH, and ETH wallet installations, with some new
'economic activities' developing around 'installing ETH wallets'. The data would seem to be hinting at
some announcement of 'partnering' to release 'devices' with ETH wallets 'pre-installed'. Note that not a
lot of longer term data sets here, with most of the set being composed of shorter term values. These sets
have a 'panic to buy' situation developing later in Summer, primarily affecting USAPop, in which ETH
will be seen as the 'next Bitcoin' with those words being referenced explicitly...hence they are our
temporal marker for the bulge in the emotional values around ETH. This is to say, when you are
reading the words in general financial web sites that 'ETH is the next Bitcoin', AND there had been a
recent bit jump up in the US dollar price of Bitcoin, then we will be at the height of the emotional curve
of that phase. This emotional zenith probably will NOT be coincident with the price zenith (near term),
and we can expect the price to rise a bit further. However the temporal marker, of the headlines and the
previously 'exciting rise' in the US dollar price of Bitcoin, could, and perhaps should be taken as an
indication of the soon to be waning 'emotional flush' for ETH. Within the data sets we frequently see
these emotional building tension zeniths just before the jump into release of tension which can
accompany selling and 'profit taking'. Also note lots and lots of the base sets are explicitly focused on
'speculations' within ETH. These were also noted back in 2013 prior to the crash of the price of Bitcoin.
Ripple is also showing as having 'upward pressure' for price, however in this case the data is not
referencing either speculations, nor owner emotional excitement. Rather we have the price for Ripple
being impacted by 'increasing desperation' from 'banks'. These sets have yet more pressures for an
upward price movement, albeit tepid, compared to ETH coin. Other interesting aspects of Ripple
include longer term values growing in sets that are parallel to the 'rising panic' within the 'banking
system'. This appears to bear watching as there may be some explicit relationships between Ripple
price and banking system health.
Bitcoin is continuing to show a 'rapid pace' upward with these sets having cross links over to the
'hyperinflation' sets within Markets as well as GlobalPop. The data sets are still showing bitcoin to be a
'wealth store' rather than a 'speculation play', but also now we have new data sets that are suggesting
that some form of 'funds' will be allowed to 'trade bitcoins', with the clear understanding that these are
'inter fund trading between members'. The data has these being allowed as long as there is no
'blockchain interaction' with the various trades. This will turn out very badly, according to the longer
term data sets, but the 'bad decision' part of these sets are not forecast as manifesting for at least a year.
The 'bad decision' will not affect bitcoin, nor the blockchain, but appears to be limited to the 'funds
playing with themselves' only.
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The bitcoin sets have new price movement independent of the 'hard fork issue(s)' that are prevalent
throughout the discussions currently. The data has explicit references for the 'price' of bitcoin to be
'hopping' ahead even in the midst of rising emotional tone within the bitcoin technical community.
These new sets have cross links to the GlobalPop entity where terminating sets are within descriptors
for 'trading communities'. These terminating sets are forecasting that 'whole trading communities' will
be 'adopting bitcoin'. These sets are also heavily dominated by Asia within the geographic references.
While there are sets supporting the language for the 'hard fork', the data type involved is dominated by
shorter term values, with very few longer term words. The data, as of this point in processing for the
April report, has no real impact forecast from the 'hard fork' issue. It either does not take place in the
next four to six months, or its impact is negligible within the larger emotional tone for Bitcoin over
these next few years.
As modelspace is progressed forward through April, there are noticeable bulges of 'bitcoin' supporting
sets that are also concurrent with very large bulges in 'currencies crisis' data. While there are cross links
between the sets, there are not causal temporal markers visible. That noted, we do have some language
for yet another 'Spring burst' of 'bitcoin enthusiasm', that is showing up as upward pressures on the
'dollar price' of BTC. The longer term sets in this supporting chain continue to bring in prices that will
be '13,000 US $' in 2018, while at that time, the noted 'price of gold' within modelspace would be near
'4500 US $'.
There are yet more sets for new 'bitcoin' sales vehicles to come into place. These sets just may be
referring to 'banks' that will be 'buying and selling bitcoins', including at a 'retail' level. These sets are
also suggesting that several large 'funds' will be 'buying bitcoins'. These are showing up as being 'open
solicitations'. These 'funds/firms' are indicated to be 'competing' with each other. Several of these set
are suggesting that 'sovereigns' are involved in these 'buying efforts'.
There are more sets for 'speculation' in the 'crypto space' as 'alt coins' will be 'also surging'. However,
please note that we have 'crash' language for the 'alt coins space' that is indicated to 'wipe out' quite a
few 'speculators' as well as 'alt coins'. These sets have a proximate cause to be a 'scandal' within the
'(faked) mining' of the 'alt coin' involved. These sets have the 'facts' to be 'less damaging' than the 'wild
ass rumors', but the 'damage', like all currencies, is done at the 'confidence' level, and the data has
'crash' language following the 'scandal'. Again this is something of a 'flash crash' for most of the 'alt
coins' that are showing as 'catching collateral damage'. They are indicated to 'dump', then 'reflate'
rapidly as 'new speculation' takes hold. No meaningful hints as to which coins will be impacted, nor
degree of impact. Data types are within the shorter term values mostly.
There are a number of sets for bitcoin to be 'picked' up by 'banks', although, the 'prices' are not the
'driving factor' at least according to the current data sets. These sets are suggesting that the motivating
factor is 'exchange rights'. These sets are arguing that these 'banks' will be 'purchasing bitcoin' not as a
wealth store, but rather as a 'vehicle to standing'. This latter set has 'changes within global finances'
being such that 'bitcoin' will be 'required' to be a 'player at the table'. These sets would *seem to be
mostly 'small countries', and 'small national banks'.

MetalsSpace
The new data has near term target goals as numeric values showing up for 'silver' that are reinforcing
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our old forecasts of 'gaps' following a 'pushing up through $22'. These 'gaps' are defined as being
discussed with 'silver' at '$26', and '$28', and '$38'. These gaps are coincident with rapid growth in sets
for 'political instability' in several parts of the globe including ChinaPop and USAPop. In both of these
entity areas the directly held sets for 'silver' show developing 'exchange problems' as well as 'delivery
delays' and 'supply exhaustion'. The data sets have the 'daily price jumps' in 'silver' being 'over $20 US'.
These sets are suggesting that 'capping' is going to be the rule, as the 'powers' in 'commodities', are
described as 'chasing' or 'trying to run ahead' of the 'silver price'. However, the data shows the 'prices
panics' within 'metals' has 'prices jumping too fast'. The 'gap' language grows steadily as modelspace is
moved through June, July, and August, then the language rate of growth itself 'gaps' up in August.
The 'chasing prices' sets began in modelspace in March, and grow through the month to reach
'visibility' in April. These sets have temporal markers that appear to be associated with the 'tax reports',
which is to say, the 'reports about the taxes provided to government' within USAPop. There are sets for
'tax revolt', and 'tax failures', and 'taxing (system) problems', all of which accrue to modelspace
coincident with 'silver price pressures', and 'breaking (away from) control'. These 'breaking away from
control' sets contain data for 'politicians in chaos', 'exhaustion (in the) currencies', 'exchanges
underwater', 'currencies in crisis', 'societies in disarray', and sets for 'peaking (near term) social
pressures'. These sets have their largest growth across late April and into May. The implication is that
our 'breaking point' has this as its most probable period of manifestation within the forecast range of the
shorter term data.
To repeat for clarity. When first made, the forecast of a 'break-down', or 'breaking away' from the 'silver
price control structure' was predominantly populated with shorter term data. At that time the anticipated
range was from March through May. The error range at that time would extend the forecast potential
out through to mid August. The data sets new in this processing are tending more toward immediacy
data type. The accretion pattern suggests a point of higher probability for the 'silver break out' to be
manifesting across late April, and into May. As noted above, the temporal markers associated with the
forecast would seem to support such a timing as well.
The data sets have global 'financial chaos' escalating over these months, and then holding a more or
less even tension level through June and into early July. That is to say, the 'financial chaos', and
'financial tensions', and 'global economic chaos', and 'global political chaos', is not going to abate, but it
shows as not having any particular impact on precious metals, until into mid July. From that point,
modelspace gains more language about 'hyperinflation', associated with the 'federal reserve', while also
gaining more language about 'rising silver prices'.
We also need to note that the 'premiums' to be 'paid for silver' are indicated to be 'escalating' globally as
the 'price for silver' first gets 'loose from its bounds', then is 'recaptured' at a 'higher price'. At that point
the data has a very large growth spurt in new sets supporting the 'premiums spike' language. Further,
along with this language for 'spiking premiums', the data has 'unavailability' and 'supply disruptions'
language at large levels of support.
The data sets are filling the supporting sets for 'dollar crash', and 'debt currencies failures', and 'bonds
crash', and other sets that are going to the 'fuel' being created for 'gold prices', and 'silver prices' to 'gap
up'. These 'gap' episodes (more than one) are growing into modelspace across May through July. These
new sets are forecasting that the 'commercial real estate break-down' will be the 'proximate cause' that
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will be 'cited by authorities'.
The data sets have 'decentralization' also being a key aspect of the 'gold market' as 'chasing' the 'metal'
is going to become the 'rule', not the 'exception'. These sets have 'many buyers' and 'few sellers' who are
willing to 'break through' the 'physical delivery wall'. These are giant sets for for the 'gold' markets, and
are not existent within the 'silver markets'. The data would have the 'gaping' over the 'daily', and 'other
moving averages' is forecast as causing a 'riot' among the 'traders', and the 'participants' within 'hedge
funds', and 'banks'. Much of the new language around 'gold' is filled with 'options collapse', and
'settlements failures', and 'delivery failures', and other similar descriptors going to the idea of a 'window
of failure' opening up under the 'banks'. The data sets have 'big problems' with actual 'physical
delivery'. These sets are supported by 'clearing', and 'breaking' of the 'ability (to) open the doors'. These
sets are also supported by the 'hyperinflation' language. These sets are also cross linked over to 'bank
failures' that are going to be 'gigantic' in therms of the 'dollars net out'. The idea coming across from the
details is that 'settlements' will be 'tendered' in 'fiat currencies'. The data has new growth in sets for the
'gold markets' to be a 'key point' of 'chaos' as the 'breaking markets' are 'plunged' into the 'cold water' of
the 'global currencies crisis'.
The data has the 'sucking sound' being the 'in-drawn breath' as the 'strong physical buying' for 'silver' is
described as 'getting out of hand'. Interesting language brings in 'sparks', and 'coils', and 'capacity', and
'over heating', and other language that the pent up financial energy relative to 'silver' is 'beyond the
capacity' of the 'paper markets' to address. The data has 'silver' as a 'market' doing a 'shift' into 'physical
delivery' as 'demand needs' start to 'escalate' both at the 'vault' and 'industrial' levels. It is the 'industrial'
demands for 'silver' that are going to be so spectacular. The data is forecasting that the 'new sciences of
field manipulations' will be very 'silver' intensive in their industries.
Other new sets specific to the MetalsSpace include language about 'language about gold'. These new
sets are bringing in details about 'spurious numbers (for gold sales/prices)', and 'rumors of crashing
availability' as well as 'rumors of missing gold (deliveries)'. All of these sets are in the supporting chain
for the forecast 'global gold rush' as well as the USAPop 'gold rush'. These and many other new sets
bring in details about 'fake numbers coming to light', and 'exposure of false narratives'. A significant
minority of these sets have geographic references to 'India'. There are also supporting sets for the
'Indian officialdom' to be 'reeling', and 'unsteady' due to the 'rocketing gold demand', the 'falling rupi',
and the 'instability' in the 'political structure'. These sets are joined by more 'fake numbers' sets
supporting 'gold' that are suggesting a 'price break out' as the 'availability dries up' over Summer
(northern hemisphere).
The growth in the sets for 'gold price pressures' toward 'explosive release' have new detail sets that link
the 'false numbers' coming out of Asia and India with 'sudden shrieks' about 'availability' in the 'retail
markets'. These sets have the 'tight squeeze' being felt not only by 'sovereign buyers', but also by the
'retail (street) purchasers'. These sets are associated with temporal markers coming out of the
'currencies crisis'. As of this processing the data would seem to be suggesting that these temporal
markers will be manifesting over late April through May with expected impacts coming in the 'dry
season' of the MetalsSpace such that the language for 'availability drought' appears over late Summer
(northern hemisphere) just ahead of the 'shares (equities) debacle' and the 'push into hyperinflation'.
This would then have Fall 2017 as a point of 'flooding money supplies' globally which is coincident
with the 'break down' of the 'precious metals manipulations'. These sets continue to have extensive
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cross links over to the 'developing bonds debacle', and 'rising interest rates with plunging currencies'
sets. The cross links appear to be temporal and not necessarily causal.
There are sets that have a 'vying' between 'Bitcoin' and 'gold' to see which reaches '$2300' first. These
'vying' sets are actually describing a 'dual path' to 'getting money out of the system'. This last is within
the 'secrets revealed' meta data layer and is forecasting a great deal of discussion about 'elites' who are
'bailing out of the system', and other 'out of the system' contexts. These sets have cross links that are
providing specific temporal markers for both bitcoin and gold and the $2300 price level. These new
sets are suggesting, via cross links over to the GlobalPop and USAPop, that temporal markers ahead of
the price break out in the 'race to 2300' will include 'commercial real estate collapse' language about
'office space' in 'unicorn land (Silicon valley/alley)'. These sets are indicating that 'office space prices'
will be said to be 'water-falling down'. Further forecasts include language about 'high tech office space'
buildings 'offering incentives' to 'current renters' as well as 'advertising premiums discounts' to 'new
tenants'. There are specific temporal marker language sets that include references to 'Seattle', and 'San
Francisco'. These sets are temporal marker that will appear ahead of the 'gaps' to be seen in the 'price of
silver'.
Note that we have sets indicating a 'frozen gold price'. These sets have the 'frozen' language defined as
being 'none available to buy', and 'no place to purchase'. The idea coming from the detail sets is of a
'sporadic market' that is 'sputtering' like an engine trying to start. These sets have details suggesting that
'empty shelves', and 'dry exchanges' will be the 'rule' over much of the planet, with only 'occasional
offerings' of 'gold', and also 'silver'. So the data has the 'price' in its 'nominal dollar amount' to be
'frozen' by 'officialdom' such that 'trading' can proceed'. Noting that the supporting sets don't make any
sense, the 'trading can proceed' sets are somehow related to 'international settlements' and the 'prices of
bitcoin'. These sets are describing a 'jumbled up financial system' in which 'daily meetings' are required
by 'banksters' and 'politicians' around the 'globe' just to 'keep money moving'. Much of the supporting
language goes to the idea of 'no person wanting to sell', and 'no gold to be sold'. Note that these are
specifically focused on 'retail' purchases. At first an 'emptying of the coffers' occurs as the 'precious
metals prices rise', and especially during the 'gap up' period, but the data has the 'retail shelves' to be
'empty' by mid Fall, 2017 across much of the 'western (dollar based) world'.
There have been sets developing for just over 9/nine months now that have details about a strange form
of the 'gold rush' that will 'employ drones' to 'sift sand' in the 'quest for gold'. These sets have the
'drones' being 'very small robots' that are going to be 'working underwater' and having to deal with 'surf'
and 'surfers'. The data would have the 'sands' being 'shifted' in the 'hunt for gold' have 'surfers floating
over (the work)'. These sets are specifically focused on west coast of the Americas, and the 'northern
rivers coastline of Australia'. Noted in passing are temporal markers for a 'gigantic gold find' that will
come off a 'Peru beach'. This appears as modelspace is progressed through the end of 2017 and into the
first days of the new year. The 'drones' or 'small robots' are also being shown as their 'own enterprise'
where people will 'be made rich' supplying the 'robot gold hunt industry globally'.
The western world is not alone in the 'gold rush' language, and 'new discoveries' of 'gold veins' are
indicated to start 'trickling out' of both Russia, and South America. These 'new discoveries' are going to
be very interesting as they are also temporal markers for a 'shift' in the 'gold retailing/wholesaling
markets structure'. This 'shift' is further described as 'opening (the first?) North American delivery
market' for 'precious (and semi precious) metals' and 'rare earths'. This last is a larger set indicating that
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'north american lithium', and other 'rare earth minerals' will be within the 'financing structure' for this
new 'delivery market'. These sets have the 'opening' of the 'new delivery market' to be following the
'exposure (via leaks) of russian gold veins', and a 'mysterious meeting (in San Francisco?)' about which
'gold bugs' will be quite 'excited' given the 'personalities' rumored to be involved.
The 'north America delivery metals exchange' sets are also extensively cross linked over to similar sets
in South America. The data has a 'Brazilian billionaire' being 'pissed off' about the 'money supply
problems' that will be affecting several of his 'business plans', so he is forecast as 'creating (a) mirror' to
the delivery exchange within north America. This move is indicated to be hugely successful within a
very short period of time as the data has ChinaPop just 'delighted' to have a 'stable exchange' being run
without 'corruption'. This 'Brazilian (most likely) billionaire personality' is also showing as having
many ties to the Antarctica 'corporation colonization'.

DebtsSpace
THE 'recipe' for the 'bad fall' of the 'financial system' is showing up in the new data sets as modelspace
is moved through June and July. Note that the 'recipe' is indicated to be in place over Summer, but the
'bad fall' for the 'financial system' is not indicated to manifest until Fall (northern hemisphere). These
new sets accruing to the 'financial system' include 'crisis of buying power', and 'plummeting of paper
assets', and 'disappearing of investments (in debt)'.
As has been forecast in the ALTA reports over the last 1+ years, this March through May is going to be
the first in a 'three act drama' involving 'markets', including 'bonds', 'shares', 'derivatives', and 'real
estate'. The second act in this 'drama play' appears as modelspace is moved into late August. There are
'financial earthquakes' that are forecast as 'shaking out' the 'shares markets', JUST as the 'currencies
crisis' hits a 'new low'. These sets have cross links over to the GlobalPop entity where 'european bonds',
and 'italian bank derivatives' are indicated to be 'crushing trading houses', and 'sucking gold (out of the
system)' as 'panic spreads' like a 'brush fire after a long hot summer'.
As forecast the data sets have the appearance of the 'traveling demolition crews' who will be 'taking
down malls'. The linguistic structure appeared several years back under the label of 'demolition dana'
who would be 'leading traveling demolition crews' as the 'retail bubble burst' and 'bricks had to come
down'. The data sets have the 'malls crash' being the 'most visible sign' of the 'developing depression'.
The 'depression' language is showing up now, and is forecasting a 'monotonous litany' of 'depressing
statistics' about the 'depressing of the economy'. This 'depression' language is focused on the 'economy'
and not the 'financial system'. The 'depression' language is bringing up detail sets for 'massive layoffs',
'(rolling) failures' of 'liquidity projections'. These sets are suggesting that the 'credit freeze up' is going
to 'spread out' from the 'global *(western) banking system' into the 'economic activities' of the
'(western) global population'.
The 'depression' language is showing that the 'economy' is going to go into many different directions as
the 'trader community' gets the 'wind up its back' by the 'inversion' of the 'bonds', and 'banks' out of
Europe. These sets are forecasting that the 'trading community' will 'react badly'. These sets have a
curious 'problem', that is forecast to develop by early Fall (northern hemisphere), as the 'algorithm
trading machines' will be 'besotted' with the 'wrong sort of language'. These sets have the
'programming' for the 'algos' being 'tainted by assumptions'. These sets are suggesting that 'consistent
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flash crashes' will be appearing as the 'algos go wonky' due to the 'rapid shifts (in ) trader language'.
These sets are arguing that the 'bubble babble speak' from 'authorities' will 'pollute' the 'algorithms'
within the trading platforms such that after each 'stumble down (the) step'
As the 'banking system (rolling) failures' continue, the data has an increasingly larger percentage of
'economic reality' going over to the 'new black market'. This 'new black market' is showing up as a
libertarians sweet dream in a hammock on a warm and pleasant summer's day. The 'new black market'
is indicated to be 'very aggressive' at 'meeting (consumer) demand', and not too fussy about 'complying'
with 'regulations'. This 'new black market' is indicated to 'create (new) tycoons', and 'elevate
personalities' to 'fame' as their 'skills' become very valuable. These sets are describing a more or less
'general' state of 'breaking down' across the 'western officialdom' as the 'confluence of
events/circumstances' bring about 'regions (of) un-govern-ability'. These 'places of no officialdom' are
showing up as being created by circumstances as diverse as 'natural disasters', and 'local banking
failures'. These latter 'regional/local banking system failures' are indicated to also 'remove officialdom'
from power as the 'money flows cease'. This 'new black market' is indicated to be the 'new system' as it
is being born. The failure of the 'old (manufacturing/distribution) system' is showing as 'dying' over
much of the 'western world' in a slow fashion over 2017 and 2018.
A part of the 'un-govern-ability' of these 'new bank-free zones' shows up as a 'blooming' of the
'blockchain' uses that are indicated to include 'birth/death/marriage/divorce/property/voting/science' and
other types of 'records retention'. The data shows some strange ones such as 'gambling bet details', and
'public offense records'. These sets have the 'blockchain storage' companies globally being in 'growth
mode' for years as 'new technology (including hardware)' comes on-line that is going to 'supplant' many
of the 'functions of government'. This 'functional replacement' of the 'government' sets are describing a
situation in which the 'government', ' at war with itself', is 'incapable' of 'providing basic services' to the
point that the 'break-down of governance' produces 'self-sufficiency' in many areas. These sets are also
indicated to become 'competition' for 'usual government functions'.
There are a number of sets that are difficult to precisely label, not due to their descriptors, but rather to
the spread of the supporting sets. The descriptors would read as though 'banks default', however the
supporting sets have very little language about banks, and much about 'gold', and 'silver'. These sets
have almost no references to our usual 'bankster' language, and thus are likely referring to some level of
the 'banking system' that is rarely visible. The language includes 'embedded ratios', and 'default (on)
principle' and other sets going to the idea of an 'electronic default'. These sets could also be interpreted
to be forecasting a 'lock-up'. There are supporting sets for 'refusal', and 'incapable (of paying)'. Many of
these supporting sets are themselves replicated in whole in the 'derivatives' sub sets. The detail sets
would still seem to be focused on a 'default' of 'payment of metals', or 'tendering of purchased metals'.
These are very strange sets as there are only very few references to 'contracts', and most of the focus is
on 'physical metal delivery'.
The data sets have the 'currencies crisis' heating up across these next few months through May as the
'Euro' is described as 'dropping through all floors'. These sets are focusing on the 'break up' of the
'european union', and its 'currency issuance authority' being 'neutered'.
New sets for 'gold' and 'silver' have specific language for 'rapid rise', and 'jumping (faster than) rates'.
Other new sets have 'gold' being 'chased' by 'interest rates'. As these sets accrue to modelspace in late
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July, the emotional tone changes due to the 'emotional surprise' and the 'emotional duration' values.
These sets have very large cross links over to ChinaPop. Many of the terminating sets are within sets
for 'rising unemployment', and 'civil strife'. The 'gold price rise' is indicated to be a 'relief' to the 'rioting'
and 'aggressive population'. The data sets have the ChinaPop sets contributing to the language about
'gold (to be) equal (to) $4800 (USD)'. These sets are showing that 'destructive inflation' is going to be
'rising in China' at such a rate as to 'create pressure' on 'gold' and 'silver', and 'bitcoin'.
In the 'gold' sets we have 'negative interest rates' colliding with the 'rising rates', and the 'jumping price'
of 'gold' and 'silver'. There are a number of sets indicating a 'battle' is to be fought between the 'Euro',
and the 'US dollar' as the 'political structures' of EU and USA are both 'struggling' with 'market forces'
that are forecast to be causing 'rising rates', and 'stagnant currencies'.
The DebtsSpace sub set of the Markets entity has descriptors for 'credit freeze' rising rapidly both in
volume, and emotional intensity values. These new sets are filling in previously forecast 'credit freeze'
language. These new sets have details for 'international rejection (of dollars?)', and 'international
demand (for) credit (going) empty (unfilled)'. These and many other sets are participating in the larger
'credit (debt) system destruction'. Note that we are not seeing 'collapse' as the dominate descriptor, but
rather 'destruction'. The primary difference is that the 'collapse' context includes the idea of 'recovery',
whereas 'destruction' has no such continuation connotation, rather it requires 'building new'.
Much of the core area of what is known in our work as ThePowersThatBe entity, has, for many years,
been concentrated around a hard knot of 'fear' within the data sets. Much of the 'fear' is becoming
known with recent 'secrets revealed', but what is just now unwinding itself from the data is the meme of
'great fear of loss'. This 'great fear of loss' is not the core fear, but is currently the most active within
TPTB entity. In these linguistic structures, we find that the fear is related to the idea of the 'debt based
monetary system' being placed into 'default'. These sets are showing a great concern in DebtsSpace that
the 'underlying asset', which is to say, the 'population', is going to 'decide not to continue to play the
game'. It is this fear of a 'social upheaval' so 'disruptive' as to 'end support' for institutions such as 'paper
money', and 'debt based financial “assets”' that has the 'power elites' living in such a state of 'fear'.
There are new sets within Markets that are suggesting that yet another 'schism' is developing within the
Deep State, only this time within the half that is 'losing'. These sets are suggesting that part of that
group is 'freaking out' as they think that the 'strategy' of 'fierce (and more open) counter attack' may
prove 'fatal to the system'.
The data sets are now specifically focusing on the 'interest rate derivatives' impacts of the 'Summer of
deflation'. There are sets that are arguing that a 'debt debacle' is pending for late July through August.
The data sets are accruing over September for 'horrific impact' on the 'derivatives' and their 'interest rate
crisis'. The data has the 'system', as defined by the 'paper debt currencies', being under 'great pressure'
as 'central banks' begin to 'war with, and between themselves'.
The 'war between the banks' starts in the data sets as modelspace enters April, and intensifies over the
next few months. The 'wars' are sets that are built around 'liquidity' issues that are going to be 'between
banks', and 'between banks' and their 'subsidiary functions' There are also new sets for 'liquidity
demands' between banks 'operating in differing jurisdictions'. Many of these sets are tied into
'derivatives' that are going to go 'bad', or 'sour' that will be causing 'dysfunction' within the 'intergovernmental banking system'.
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SpaceGoatFarts
No, not more 'Mandela effects', but rather 'real stuff', the data is forecasting that humanity is going to be
wrestling with issues around the 'length of the year'. In these sets we have new language that suggests
that, for some reason not known now, we will be discussing 'how long is the year'? That is to say, 'how
many days are in our year?'.
The sets for the 'silver market' are bringing in new language via cross links to the SpaceGoatFarts entity
about both a 'firing', and a 'pairing'. In the 'firing' sets we have 'silver' being used to cause 'energetic
firing' that will be both 'electricity producing' as well as 'not combustion'. The 'pairing' sets have 'silver'
being 'joined' with a new 'delivery mechanism' for 'rejuvenation therapy'. These sets are suggesting that
'rumors' more than 'facts' will be 'escaping' out into the wild of the internet as some 'celebrities' are
'going missing (for a while)', only to 'reappear' in a 'rejuvenated body/face'. These sets are describing
how the 'pundits' will be 'screaming face lifts', but the data is saying 'silver (in some machinery
process) director'. These sets have the 'rejuvenation process' being very 'silver' dependent. In these sets,
'silver' is indicated to be at some 'crisis of availability' in a few years time that produces a 'global
rejuvenation shut down', and subsequent 'emergency government meetings' about the 'silver supply',
and 'strategic allocations'.
The 'media landscape' is being described in the SpaceGoatFarts entity as 'teetering across the fulcrum'
just before 'shattering'. This 'media landscape' includes the 'broadcast media', as well as the 'corporate
owned media', and even the 'social media'. These sets have supporting sets that hit modelspace from
late July onward that have the 'media' being 'eviscerated (by) loss of funding'. There are also sets for the
'gutting of the media' being part of the 'disclosure process'. This part of the SpaceGoatFarts entity has
the 'famous faces' being 'self thinning' as 'prominent faces' are 'withdrawing' due to their 'history (of)
suppressing truth (about space aliens)'.
An odd mix of new sets accrue to modelspace as it is progressed through July and into our 'intense hot
summer' (northern hemisphere). This odd mix includes 'noisy conflicts' that will 'wake' people from
their sleep as 'concussions', and 'explosions', and 'metallic shrieking' will 'suddenly erupt'. These sets
are showing as being 'barely visible' in the 'night sky' way above the 'sleeping people'. These sets are
showing that the 'air born conflicts' are going to 'scare the hell out of people'. The 'battle' will be
described as 'across the sky' and 'yet mostly not seen' (due to chemtrails?). These sets have the
'resonance' of the 'metallic shrieking' is described as 'damaging' parts of the 'on-ground environment'.
These sets include people reporting 'shouts', and 'screams' from the 'sky above their head'. These sets
have this mid Summers' night non-dream is forecast as including 'reports' that will 'precipitate'
involvement by the 'local authorities'. These sets are also showing that 'airplanes' will be 'impacted' by
the 'concussions' from above them. These sets have videos forecast to be recorded that show the
'warping' of the 'fuselage' as the 'wave' moves through the plane.
The new sets for 'local authorities' have 'military' clearly involved and 'losing their minds' as the
'phenomenon' is forecast to be 'spreading faster' than it can be controlled. A number of 'incidents' are
suggested by the data over the early part of Summer (northern hemisphere) that are going to break into
'visibility' as a 'well known (famous face) reporter' and 'production team' are 'shaken' by the
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'confrontations in the air'. These sets are suggesting that something along the lines of a 'cloaked battle'
erupts over the heads of an 'eastern coast' town (most likely USAPop) late in on an otherwise pleasant
summer's night. This 'cloaked battle' language is indicated to 'cover hundreds of miles' with the
'contention overhead'. The descriptors are also suggesting that the 'feelings' of 'war in the night skies'
will impact 'tens of millions' of people, all in a 'single night'.
These '(mostly) unseen air war' sets have the 'tens of millions' of people being very very excited and
causing much chatter about the incident on the internet. This is going to get so much attention from the
'mainstream propaganda press' that it generates is own level of 'continuing memes' much as we have
seen within the recent rise of 'populism' as a new 'anti-globalist meme'.
What is showing up in the data about Antarctica is more telling now that we find sources of corporate
investments rising disproportionately to any possible return on that investment IF the Antarctica work
is 'scientific'. Additional real world proof of concept that woo-woo is correct about Antarctica has to do
with which corporations are going way down South, and these are the corporations notorious for their
involvement with 'flying saucers', and 'Area 51', and 'skunk works', and any number of other fringe
'science'.
Of course, some of these 'fringe science' companies are just those rumored to be involved with 'reverse
engineering' of 'space alien technology'. These companies are starting to show up within the data sets
for 'large operations', and 'big equipment', and 'large work force' and other language all focusing on sets
for a near term 'delivery date'. The 'delivery date' is being defined with language that specifically goes
to 'contractual obligations', and 'getting the (work) done (on) time'. However, other supporting sets
clearly have more of a 'delivery date' level of emotional tension more usually seen in 'difficult births'.
The 'delivery date' associated sets have a very wide, and diverse range of individual descriptors,
reaching from the mundane, such as 'cooking' and 'cleaning', over to far more 'fringe science' level
including 'warm cells', and 'hot boxes', both of which are going to have to be 'transported', with a large
level of emotional value for 'risk', and 'foreboding'.
There are more general 'Antarctica discovery' sets forecasting lots more 'transiting traffic' as the 'flow
of minor dignitaries is forecast to reach the level of 'exciting global discussion'. The sets also have
forecasts for ChinaPop 'internet discussions' about the 'new discoveries in Antarctica' to be reaching
enough of a 'threshold' that the 'central authorities' are forecast to be 'responding' to the 'increasing
discussion'. The data sets have the 'chinese central authorities' and their 'interaction' with 'Antarctica'
that are going to be both 'pivotal' and 'eye opening (to the general GlobalPop)'. These sets have
'Chinese navy' being involved in a minor way with 'video' in Antarctica.
With the 'steady stream' of the “B list” dignitaries heading into the 'wilds' of Antarctica, it is forecast as
being more or less inevitable, that 'celebrities' of a 'more minor note' are going to 'visit'. It is these
'celebrities visits' that are described as 'popping the cork' on the 'depth of the story'. Apparently some
one of the 'minor dignitaries' will bring along a fairly 'major celebrity' who is described in the data as
'uploading' all kinds of 'revealing photographs' upon their 'return from deep below'. It is the 'deep
below' sets that are detailing 'photographs' from 'below ground', that will be nonetheless in 'magnificent
surroundings' that will include 'gold inlay', and 'curious glass'.
Other sets with fringe elements of science are featured in other SpaceGoatFarts linguistic structures for
the 'discovery' in Antarctica. These sets have large levels of excitement for 'health discoveries',
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including the 'rumors' forecast to be 'causing problems' of the 'age reversing pills' being 'stolen' and
'sold on the black market'. These sets are going to all kinds of problems for 'law enforcement',
including the 'run of the scam' in which 'fake age reversing pills' are being sold out-and-about. Other
sets for problems include, apparently, some 'real age reversing pills' being 'tracked' and 'retrieved',
showing as 'creating excitement' at some 'shore side gathering' that has 'cruise ships' docked near by.
These sets have 'age reversing' and everything associated with it becoming a very big meme over these
next ten years. Many of these sets are including data at the detail level that are forecasting interesting
'social schisms' to develop as 'age reversing' works its way into the society. These sets are forecasting
some of the early 'society changes' to be developing before the end of 2020.
New sets within the 'Antarctica The Discovery' larger linguistic structure are focusing on a period of
'nearly 1/one century ago'. These sets are suggesting that something that occurred in the 'second decade'
of the 1900's that will be 'directly affecting' the 'Antarctica discovery'. These sets have the links
between these two periods coming out in a 'visit' to 'the Antarctica discovery' by a 'dignitary' over these
next few months. The unique aspect of this visit is showing up as being related to 'silver' in that the
'personality' involved (aka the 'dignitary' or 'celebrity') will be 'inextricably' be 'related to silver'. This
'celebrity visit' is indicated to act as a large temporal marker for both 'Antarctica, The Discovery', as
well as 'silver', specifically in its 'transition to hyper-technology key industrial metal'.

Conclusion: the Wild Strain
Within the woo-woo world, it is a more or less accepted as fact that humanity is a species created
specifically to be slaves.
Let that sink in a minute.
You were created to be a slave.
Had the masters still been here when you were born, you would not be reading these words, if read you
could!
Slavery alters the mind. For humanity, slavery left us with two deeply ingrained complexes that have
wormed their way into our dna. The first is the trauma that comes from the 'cleansing' of the planet
prior to the 'reseeding humanity'. That trauma is still with each human alive today, recognized or not. In
out planet's past, shared with all the planets in this solar system, a devastating war occurred. This war
destroyed a very large planet, creating the asteroid belt. This war destroyed the planet of Mars. This
war scared earth to the point that perpetual deserts were created from north africa through the middle
east and over to the western half of India. This war also scarred the north American south west. This
war destroyed vast areas of south America as well. At some point in the last days of the war, half of the
oxygen in our atmosphere was destroyed or blown away. It is thought now, by some in the woo-woo
community, that weapons were used to create the environment for our current, frozen poles. Thus the
supposition intends that Antarctica was deliberately frozen as an act of war.
It, and many other 'natural' features of our planet, are really the remnants of a great war. Once and
forever labeled as the 'War between the Gods', we live in its shadow all the days of our lives.
There are tunnel and underground city systems all around earth, found on every continent, that are tens
of thousands of years old. Some of these have evidence for human habitation of over 4000/four
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thousand years. There exists yet today, the potential to travel from Turkey to Paris without ever leaving
the ancient underground tunnels and interconnecting passages within dense rock. What, do we
suppose, could have had humans willing to live underground this way? Could it be the ancient 'war
between the gods' spoken of in all the religions of the planet? Some in great detail....
A slave species of one side of the 'god wars' would perhaps be left to fend for itself while the 'master
races' contend between themselves. Many of the slave species would have been scattered by the
activities of the war. Given the situation of uncertainty, as well as who knows what form of weapons
raining down, underground seems pretty good. In fact, it is still a preferred choice, as we see even
these days with the power elites and their bunkers.
In the aftermath of the great war between the gods, one side wins, however it is but a Pyrrhic victory,
and the winners themselves are driven away from earth. Perhaps driven out of our solar system. As near
as we can ascertain at this time, they left. The 'why' of their leaving remains, as with much of this, a
wad of mystery under a heap of conjecture wrapped up in the spitball of speculation.
The second ingrained mental complex of slavery is a 'love for authority'. In fact, a 'need to have love
for authority'.
That we are an aggressive, violence oriented species requires, if we are to be effective slaves, a 'switch'
that allows for our control. This 'switch' is an in-built, epigenetic activated, gene coding for what we
term here at hph, 'authority worship'. It will grasped that if this premise is correct, it accounts for the
universal expression of hierarchical structures of control, aka 'top down' across all of humanity. It also
accounts for the acceptance of the 'external savior' idea, as well as the promulgation of religions.
This love for authority is seemingly genetically in-built to humans. It appears to be there for the explicit
purpose that we breed docility into our domesticated species. It also appears to be both, waning, and
reactive to an epigenetic trigger. Thus it can be turned off. A number of humans express this genetic
need to have 'authority' in their universe, and a growing number do not.
Now it is even recognized by the controlled medical establishment that there is a 'mind control' gene
component to our composition. Not that they recognize their own organizational structure, and mind set
for hierarchical, top-down decision making is exactly an expression of this gene complex. An
interesting development from within the more free science of Russia is the acknowledgment that the
mind control gene is easily altered by epigenetic factors in our environment. Such things as consuming
cannabis, or too long an exposure to specific electromagnetic frequencies, or many other factors will
simply shut off or degrade the genetic push in some humans to worship authority.
That was always a big problem for our creators. We were made different from previous iterations of our
creator's slave species. We find their bones still, large, non human, different skulls. They were
destroyed to make room for us. We are smaller, not as intelligent (at least in some ways such as
telepathy, et cetera), better able to take radiation, hard workers and other admirable qualities as slaves.
However, being humans, we bring that to the table. We are more aggressive, less controllable than even
the last batch of slaves, and a general pain in the ass to be around. That is not why our creators left. It is
presumed in woo-woo world that those who created us left either as a result of losing the war, or for
some reason not related to our solar system.
Our current crop of 'power elites', mostly human, though warped by too much of the remnant
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interbreeding with the 'over seers' species that our creators used as an intermediary to humanity, are
besotted with this tale of what they call the 'progenitors'. Now days, after centuries of destroying real
history and relics of ancient civilization on earth, the power elites have begun to treasure these links to
'their' past. They believe themselves to be descendant, more than the rest of us, from the creator
species, and thus they have come to see the relics as their personal links to greatness, godhood, and
glory. So they now horde them away, reserved only for the eyes of the blood elites.
But there is a problem for the power elites....they have a big fear....what if the creators are coming
back? Thus the Vatican is dumping tens of millions of dollars scammed from charity to the poor into
giant telescopes all around the planet....looking for the return. One would have thought the church to be
more welcoming, than afraid, of the return of the messiah. But apparently not, as they are anxiously
scanning distant space for 'someone' coming back in a space ship. This is, in my opinion, the core
source for their dominating, and continuous, feeling of fear. It drives all their decisions.
All of humanity was created to be slaves.
Our species is not alone in that. There are many slave species out there in the vastness of universe.
Even our paranoid power elite will now admit to trillions of trillions of planets...so you can bet your ass
we have more slave species cousins out there.
We may well be different, if not unique, in that we are the slaves abandoned, the strain run wild. Lost to
the vagaries of universe by a whim of universe, we humans are the self modifying genetic wild child in
the galactic garden of created species. We are as universe wished us to be. Specifically universe
arranged to have us isolated, and left to mature on our own.
Unique among slave species? Perhaps.
Extremely rare? Almost certainly.
Extremely valuable due to our rarity? Also, almost certainly.
They, the master species, are gone. What remains, are the remains. Ruins, and all our questions, about
humans, universe, our creators, and what the hell to do next?
My thought is to say, fuck it! Human we are made, and human shall we be.
And we have an attitude!
So watch out cousins, here comes the wild strain!
###
Housekeeping: please note that we have a number of projects we need to complete over these next few
months, and it will likely intrude on our publication schedule to some degree. We will post
announcements on this subject at the top of our web page. Yes, the web site is also getting a do-over....
Have as much fun over these chaotic days as you may.....seriously, there will be enough time for real
work. Thanks for your support,
clif, cathy, igor, and cale.
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About Predictive Linguistics and our methods
Predictive Linguistics is the process of using computer software to aggregate vast amounts of written
text from the internet by categories delineated by emotional content of the words. Predictive
Linguistics uses emotional qualifiers and quantifiers, expressed as numeric values, for each and all
words/phrases discovered/filtered in the aggregation process. Over 80 % of all the words gathered will
be discarded for one or more reasons.
Predictive Linguistics works as NO conscious expressions are processed through the software.
Rather the contexts discussed within the report in the form of entities and linguistic structures (see
below) are read up in the various intake software programs, and the emotional sums of the language
found at that time are retrieved. Words that are identified within my system as 'descriptors' are passed
through the processing as well. These descriptor words, in the main, are those words and phrases that
provide us with the detail sets within the larger context sets.
As an example, the word 'prophecy' may be read up by our software at a sports oriented forum. In that
case, perhaps, due to the emotional sums around the context, and the emotional values of the word
itself within the lexicon, it would be put into the contextual 'bin' within the database as a 'detail word'.
Note that the context of the use of the word in the sports forum is lost in the process and is of no use to
us in these circumstances. What occurs is that the word is picked up as being atypical in its context,
therefore of high potential 'leakage of future' value. The way this works is that most sports forum
language about future events would be statistically more likely to use words such as 'bet' as in 'I bet this
XXX will be outcome', or 'I predict', or 'I think that XXX will happen'. So it is the context plus
emotional values plus rarity of use within the context that flags words for inclusion in the detail level of
the data base. Further, it is worth noting that most detail level words are encountered in our processing
mere days before their appearance. Within the IM (immediacy data) primarily, and then within ST
(shorter term) data next. But a preponderance are discovered within the IM time period. Perhaps an
artifact of our processing, if so, one not explored due to lack of time (cosmic joke noted).
Words are linked by their array values back to the lexicon using our set theory model (see below), and
the language used within the interpretation (detail words excepted) derives from the lexicon and its
links to the changing nature of contexts as they are represented within our model.
Predictive Linguistics is a field that I pioneered in 1993. The software and lexicon has been in
continual change/update mode since. This is due to the constantly changing nature of language and
human expression.
Predictive Linguistics works to predict future language about (perhaps) future events, due to the nature
of humans. It is my operating assumption that all humans are psychic, though the vast majority do
nothing to cultivate it as a skill, and are likely unaware of it within themselves. In spite of this, universe
and human nature has it that they 'leak' prescient information out continuously in their choice of
language. My software processing collects these leaks and aggregates them against a model of a
timeline and that information is provided in this report.
The ALTA report is an interpretation of the asymmetric trends that are occurring even this instant as
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millions of humans are typing billions of words on the internet. The trends are provided in the form of a
discussion of the larger collections of data (dubbed entities) down to the smallest aspect/attribute swept
up from daily discussions within that context. Within the ALTA report format, detail words are
provided as noted below. Phrases and idiomatic expressions are also provided as details. In the main,
geographic references are merely summed, and if deemed pertinent, the largest bag in the collection is
discussed as a 'probable', or 'possible' location to the events being referenced within the details.
In our discussions, the interpretation is provided in a nested, set theory (fuzzy logic) pattern.

Definitions:
Aspects/Attributes are: collections of data that are within our broader linguistic
structures and are the 'supporting' sets that provide our insight into future developments.
The Aspect/Attribute sets can be considered as the 'brought along' serendipitous future
forecasts by way of links between words in these sets and the lexicon.
Entities are: the 'master sets' at the 'top' of our nested linguistic structures and contain
all reference that center around the very broad labels that identify the entity: Markets,
GlobalPop, and SpaceGoatFarts, as examples.
Lexicon is: at its core level, the lexicon is a digital dictionary of words in multiple
languages/alphabets stripped of definitions other than such technical elements as 'parts
of speech' identifiers.
The lexicon is quite large and is housed in a SQL database heavily populated with
triggers and other executable code for maintenance and growth (human language
expands continuously, so the lexicon must as well).
Conceptually, at the Prolog software engine processing level, the lexicon is a predicate
assignment of a complex, multidimensional array of integers to 'labels', each of which is
a word within the lexicon. The integers within the 8x8x10 level array structure are
composed of: emotional qualifiers which are assigned numeric representations of
the intensity, duration, impact and other values of the emotional components given
by humans to that word.
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and also contain: emotional quantifiers which are assigned numeric
representations of the degree of each of the 'cells' level of 'emotional assignment'.
Spyders are: Software programs, that once executed are self directing, within
programmed limits, thus are called 'bots', and within these constraints are allowed to
make choices as to linguistic trails to explore on the internet. The job of the spyders is to
search, retrieve and pre-process (part of the exclusions process that will see 90% of all
returned data eliminated from consideration in our model) the 'linguistic bytes' (2048
words/phrases in multibyte character format) which are aggregated into our modelspace
when processing is complete.
List of entities explored in this report:
GlobalPop
The GlobalPop entity represents the linguistic sets within the data that are focused on the
future of humanity, local or global. The 'local future' focus language is aggregated into
our 'global future language' sets. This entity is independent of language, alphabet, or
script form, and thus is our deepest and broadest set for emotional quantifiers and
qualifiers about humanity's future.
USAPop (and any other nation state/territorial reference)
All sub sets of the populace of the planet, within our modelspace are identified by either
a geospatial term such as a regional terrestrial label, e.g. 'AlpinePop', or a geopolitical
label, e.g. 'CanadaPop'. These are used to isolate the subset of the global populace to
which the terms are being applied in the forecast. The terrestrial references are
frequently used to provide a context of 'shared views/concerns', as in 'those things all
mountain dwelling people will have in common separate from other humans'.
Markets
The Markets entity is a super set of linguistic structures covering paper debt markets of
all kinds, commodity trading markets, physical swap markets, currency usage (within
populace), digital currency developments, new technology (FinTech),
Terra
The Terra entity is the master set for all structures that relate to the planet, and the
physical environment of planet earth. This master set frequently and increasingly has
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extensive cross links to the SpaceGoatFarts entity.
SpaceGoatFarts
This master set is where all data that fits under the contexts of [officially denied],
[unknown], and [speculative] arrives. Our processing discovered significant amounts of
data of the [unknown], and [officially denied] over 2000 – 2003 which led to the
creation of the separate entity view labeled SpaceGoatFarts. As may be expected, this set
contains the references to UFO's, Area 51, Break-away Civilization, and other 'woo-woo'
subjects.
Data Types
IM = Immediacy data with forecasting effectiveness from 3 days to the end of the third
week. Error range is 4 weeks.
ST = Shorter Term data with forecasting effectiveness from the 4th week out through
and inclusive the end of the 3rd month (from date of interpretation). Error range = 4
months.
LT = Longer Term data with forecasting effectiveness from the end of the 3rd month
out through and inclusive of the end of the 19th month. Error range = 19 months.
Terms employed:
Cross links – links from one cell in the data base and its software representation to another due to a
shared linguistic structure or pattern.
Linguistic structure – In my modelspace, a linguistic structure is a 'master set' and all its contained
sub sets (also known as 'directly held' sub sets). At the very highest level, each and all entities within
my model are linguistic structures; which, in their turn, are composed of many sub sets of other
linguistic structures. Modelspace allows for 256 layers of 'nesting' of these sets and sub sets. Each of
which, can and may, be a complex set of its own. Obviously the model is derived from Object Oriented
Programming at its highest level.
Meta Data Layer – in modelspace, when a meme appears directly held in numerous sets, at the same
level of support, it is labeled as a 'meta data layer'. These 'layers' can be thought of as a common
linguistic structure that forms with differing supporting sets in the various entities. For clarity, a meme
in Terra entity would not have the same supporting sets as that same meme in the GlobalPop entity, but
both would be part of the larger meta data layer that the meme reveals.
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Modelspace – in the interpretation, the data sets are represented on screen in a 'virtual box' fashion in
which a 3d box is drawn and the lexicon linked words from the latest data processing are shown within
the 3d box by position, and color, brightness and hue of the individual pixels. Using an algorithm of my
own design and the predicate calculus of the prolog programming language, modelspace is populated
by these data base representations in a manner that resembles 'scatter graphs', but at a 3 dimensional
level. By toggling on or off several advanced features of our 3d box software, the various levels of
data, and cross links and other technical elements may be displayed.
MOM – model of modelspace. In the very first public release of information from my process, a selfreferencing loop was created by internet articles about the release, and thus the next time the spyders
were invoked, the process crashed on self-referential, circuitous references to my own work. As a
corrective measure, MOM (models of modelspace) was devised as my very improvement on the
process. MOM holds a copy of my interpretation as well as links to areas on the net to exclude from
consideration within the predictive linguistic work.
Set – Our approach involves the use of complex (fuzzy) set theory originating in the software industry's
quest for 'intelligent machines' or 'ai (artificial intelligence)'. In our approach, the fuzzy sets are based
on the ability to define such concepts as 'near', 'close to', 'about', and 'like' among many others which
provide me the ability to assign a numeric representation as a 'quantifier' to human emotions which are
the key element to future forecasting from predictive linguistics.
Temporal Echo – these are linguistic echos across time that will reference the same, previously
forecast, meme and its emotional parameters. The language manifest in both instances, that is, the
temporal (meme) anchor and its echo will be related to each other, though frequently the repeating echo
is larger in both scope and intensity. In some cases the meme is 'completed' in our predictive linguistics
sense of that word by the echo phase of the meme.
TM = Temporal Marker, think of this as a 'book mark' against which you may remember specific
details of the forecast. These are chosen due to some (more or less) easily identified linguistic 'tell-tale'
that we expect to show up in the forecast language within media discussions.
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